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Chapter 257 

I was talking with a man here .. and I tried to explain to him why something is possible for me, 
and why something is impossible for me .. 
And so that a person understands me .. I gave him an example .. 
Look.. imagine that I’m studying at school.. and yes, I’m a genius physicist and mathematician.. 
but I’m a beggar and anti-social character.. and suddenly people come up to me and make an 
offer.. They promise me money, and to study in the best universities in the world. .. and an 
apartment and a car and everything else I might want .. and after my studies they will give me a 
job in the coolest world company .. where I will earn lots of money .. 
And of course all this perks is offered to me .. taking into account the fact that they just need a 
genius like me .. for me to work for them in this cool global company .. 
And just imagine .. if I refuse such an offer .. then I will be like my classmates now .. I will be 
nothing .. unrealized and would work somewhere for 1000 USD a month .. 
But if I agree .. then everything will be fine .. 
And so ! I agreed ! 
Let’s say I agree! And now I have everything! A lot of money ! All inclusive! The car, apartment, I 
has everything and I don’t have to work anymore! 
And I can buy myself a house on the beach, start a family, and just lay on the beach and play 
sports .. 



Do you think my “bosses”, higher power that is, would approve of this?? It’s not fair to them! If it 
wasn’t for them, none of this would have happened!! 
Do you understand?? 
So here it is! I can’t let them down! I am indebted to them for the rest of my life. 
But .. a person .. any person .. such a thing is characteristic of any person .. just get rid of 
everything and do nothing but have fun.. 
Now, let’s say I’ll pick up a person from the street .. who has nothing .. 
I will give him a job .. wash him up.. change his clothes .. 
A couple of years will pass .. he has a lot of friends around the world .. and he has everything … 
and this person will tell me: Alex .. I don’t want to work with you anymore, I decided to open a 
cafe and go to Bali .. 
Hey!! That’s not how it’s done!! If it wasn’t for me.. you would not have anything!! 
And all this is given, not to stop with work, but on the contrary, in order to acomplish even more 
work in comfortable conditions! 
I understand it! People don’t understand this .. As soon as everything is stable.. they relax and sit 
on thie butts! 
And I am guys .. I don’t relax.. and of course I dream when they tell me that I can retire .. 
But it’s not yet possible .. and no matter how you think about what a wonderful material life I 
have .. believe me .. I don’t do anything for my own pleasure .. 
Only what is needed.. 
I can’t have a house on the beach and I can’t think about myself .. I can’tt think about my own 
interests .. 
You have to stay in Russia, believe in Russia and preach to people .. this is what I do .. well, I 
follow the rules .. 
rules .. which I will share in this Book .. in the following chapters .. 



Chapter 270 
  
If you wonder..under what circumstances do people become closed.. 
then most people understand .. that one is closed .. influenced by society .. 
but .. when people are still children at heart.. they seem to be in society .. but they are not 
closed .. because they still don’t know anything with their mind .. what’s good and what’s bad .. 
children have not yet acquired life experience .. attachments and responsibility .. 
And whoever starts a everyday routine faster .. one closes faster .. 
It looks like .. as if you were a ball that floated down the river .. And suddenly you picked up and 
caught on a snag .. 
And here you are stuck in one place .. 
A lot of garbage accumulates on you .. you are overgrown with mud .. ..and you become rotten .. 
It happens if you get so lucky .. that a person can be hit by something “.. hit the ball .. it’s like an 
unexpected situation .. 
And the ball escaped from under the debris and branches and again went with the flow … until 
the next unconscious stop .. until the next dead end .. 
But most importantly, what I want to convey .. 
That when now a person is closed .. 



Time goes by .. nature is moving forward somewhere and everyone who is connected to nature .. 
who is open .. 
And a closed person, he stopped .. the meaning in life is lost .. Feelings of everything become 
dull .. and now he just lives .. just lives life .. and does not understand what is happening in the 
world .. new generations appear .. new trends are born .. and a person is somewhere far away, 
where he once closed and lagged behind in development .. 
So on one hand .. fierce state of emergency in life .. this is not bad .. but on the contrary, salvation 
for a person … so that he goes further with the flow .. and does not rot .. 
But .. when I realized all this .. I still wanted the state of emergency not to happen .. And I just 
realized what they want from me. 
What do they want from each person.. 
So that he does not lose himself “being in society .. 
That you need to stay sober and aware and stay connected to nature.. 
And I began to do everything for this .. But what my readers noticed .. 
Everyone does not understand .. how do I know what is relevant in the world now .. what 
everyone will like .. and what will happen in the future .. 
So I know this not from the fact that I analyze and look around .. 
No! I’m just in the flow.. just a part of nature.. 
And nature is now transforming .. and I, along with it … 
Nature is alive and I am alive.. 
Therefore, my readers from 5 years ago .. will be surprised .. that I am no longer the same as 5 
years ago .. 
That everything I did and said then .. is already mean nothing .. 
That now everything is different for me .. what I eat .. listen .. watch .. prefer .. limit .. 
And it happens on its own.. 
And then I look at it from the outside.. 
What is new in me.. 
I look at my taste and what I focus on .. and make a list of it all .. 
And then I give it to people 
Here it is .. that is what did not manifest itself inside you .. and was not realized .. 
that’s what’s in nature now.. that’s what’s now at this time… 
When you are open .. you will not get lost .. and you will not fall behind .. 



Chapter 213 
  
..there is a movie: Titanic .. 
Of course, all people from different angles .. from their own angle .. to the extent of their 
development, they see what is in the film .. 
But what do I see in the movie? 
They show different social strata.. this is exactly what I work on and what I share in my books. 
The film shows a girl from a rich family .. and also shows Leonardo DiCaprio .. who is such a street 
guy .. 
But what is most interesting.. that this girl is surprised by this guy.. how is it that he.. having no 
money.. travelled to different countries.. he did a lot of things.. and drew prostitutes.. and sees 
the world so deeply.. sees people .. and also like she he ended up on the Titanic .. 
And the girl .. she understands that her life is so luxurious .. not alive and not real .. that she has 
no freedom .. 
And she feels attracted to the world of this guy .. 
But .. the girl is held by her world .. where all people are the arrogant snobs .. who, naturally, as if 
off the chain .. have a negative attitude towards DiCaprio .. 
and of course, how can they attack him?.. start judging him.. what a tramp he is.. although you 
know that the guy is lively and interesting.. 
Here I am the same living tramp .. and when I used to be in a circle of people .. who are empty .. 
but hiding behind material goods .. these people .. tried in any way .. to hurt me .. 



they didn’t like that I was alive and that someone admired me.. these people immediately said.. 
well, look at him.. he doesn’t have a car or an apartment.. he looks like nobody.. it’s not clear 
what he is doing.. but we are so cool .. and Sasha 
this ..sucker .. 
And I always said .. what does the material have to do with it in general .. there are bad and 
empty people in a high cloth circle as well as low circles .. 
And so are geniuses .. they are not required to be recognized and respected .. stoop to dress like 
a rooster .. 
And so I, developing .. got to know all the social stratas of society .. and understood that if I want 
to be heard .. it is necessary for these dummies to dress up in the same way .. 
But something else is funny .. here I am that tramp DiCaprio .. the same real and alive .. but in the 
role of an aristocrat .. and now .. these dummies .. started to respect me .. immediately their 
attitude changed .. 
but .. here is another paradox .. 
These mainland snobs are dummies .. though they pulled themselves up .. but they are empty .. 
There is nothing to talk about with them .. they are only a cover .. and they do not belong to 
themselves .. they depend on the opinions of others .. everything is feigned and empty .. 
And people who are alive .. but yes, stinkers and beggars .. but alive and interesting .. began to 
shy away from me .. 
Thinking that I am the same .. material soulless conceited villain .. 
Although, on the contrary, I tell them .. guys .. yes, I’m the same as you .. I’m mine .. I just pave the 
way for all of us .. 
And then the whole damn thing rests on 50 upstart people .. this is not the case .. 
Well, here’s an example .. there are different nominations .. where in Moscow or in St. Petersburg 
people are awarded .. 
Those who arrange all this .. they don’t find geniuses in the outback .. they all promote each 
other only their party .. and that’s all .. 
And they choose and invite only those who are beneficial to them .. those who are popular .. 
those who have an audience .. 
It’s terrible.. all these people will be punished.. 
Here is an example .. in the states .. there is to take as an example the editor of some magazine .. 
there are still such journalists .. who will look for interesting material .. and if they find out that 
there is a cool artist somewhere in the village. then they write about him .. 
But in Russia there is no such thing .. a journalist is looking for someone everyone is already 
talking about .. and is already writing a hundredth article about a person, and all about the same 
thing .. because a journalist needs popularity and a popular character .. 
I do not consider such journalists ..journalists .. 
Publishing houses publish books only of those people who have an audience .. The publishing 
house does not undertake to publish those who are unknown .. 
These are all corrupt people .. this superficial world of falsehood … And this psychology is in the 
brain of every Russian .. 
Any young person will not read my books if I delete all social networks and start from scratch 
now .. just publish a book somewhere on the net .. no one will read it .. All people need a role .. 
rating! The cover is bright! Reviews ! 
Even if you invent something brilliant now .. nobody fucking needs you .. until you yourself, don’t 
buy everyone so that everyone screams about your invention .. and only then will they notice 



you .. well, or you need to humiliate yourself and lower yourself and spin in all circles — gah .. to 
be noticed .. and until they let you go in a circle .. 
But .. an example of this film .. this is where we are going .. this conservatism and these old rules 
are already starting to crumble .. that if you are not dressed like a rooster, then you are no longer 
respected .. 
In Russia, something new is already being born .. but quite a lot of the old remains .. where you 
are considered a nobody .. but people wake up .. and people start like this Rose from the Titanic .. 
they begin to understand .. what is more interesting is the tramp DiCaprio .. who is free — ny .. 
and do not care that he has nothing .. 
And empty people .. they have everything they have .. soon this will not be .. and what will 
remain? .. nothing) but living people .. they will open the way to manifest and show themselves! 
And no one will stop it! 



Chapter 117 
  
A person cannot always notice how he himself has set a life limits for himself .. It happens like 
this .. a person lives and does whatever he wants .. and he feels good .. it’s good that his 
psychological state is completely satisfied with a lifestyle .. he allows himself.. 
Then the average person .. gets into worries .. in everyday life .. study, work, problems .. 
a person is sure that this is all temporary and it will end soon .. but in the end it sucks him in .. a 
person will fall into everyday tension .. 
And this tension is so strong .. that it becomes habitual for a person .. 
And he is no longer here and now .. 
So much a person becomes a slave of the mind .. that if he has something next week: passing 
work … an exam or a doctor .. then a person today .. and these days .. is no longer 
lives .. although he still has a lot of free days .. when he could take care of himself and take time 
for himself .. but he cannot .. he is waiting .. when will that day X come .. that day next week 
when he that then it will complete .. and this day X comes, and new worries arise .. and the 
person is still waiting .. when will there be time for himself .. 
Although there is time .. but one strained in my head .. 
If you take the example of people .. who did not allow themselves to fall into such 



a trap .. these are public people as an example .. who spit on the pressure that wanted to 
overtake them and went all in .. do everything to their like .. crazy .. spit on everything .. the main 
thing is to the fullest and not go against yourself .. 
When young people do this as an example .. it often leads to success .. precisely for the reason 
that without brakes and control .. 
But even such people .. sooner or later drive themselves into the framework .. a person gained 
fame .. and then bam! and he starts to plunge into everyday life anyway .. into responsibility .. 
begins to control everything .. and the light goes out. 
I often hear from people .. what would you like to do for yourself .. and people say to me: 
someone says music, someone syas sports .. 
and I ask .. why don’t you do this? .. because there is time from now?) 
And people .. they answer me: Alex .. well, you need to save up for an apartment, and then I’ll get 
creative .. 
Ok .. this man bought an apartment .. and never took up life for himself .. 
I point it out to him .. and he says: well, we still need to work, we also need this and this and 
that .. 
And I tell him ..: this has been going on for 5 years already .. 
And will it always be like this? 
That this glitch is only in a head … 
that a person is in a broken rhythm .. in a race .. and cannot just psychologically let go of 
everything .. 
it’s all a big trap of the mind .. you have to take it and now start doing what you always wanted .. 
Why do you people always say: I plan to go in for sports .. I plan to take up English .. I plan to start 
drawing .. I plan to fish .. But everyone forges this people .. and the reason is not that there is no 
free time! There is time!! 
It’s just that psychologically, morally, a person has driven himself into such a corner that this 
weekend he won’t do anything for himself .. and on this day, before going to bed, a person 
definitely has time, but he will just spend it as an example on the Internet and on food .. 
although I could spend an hour on self-development .. 
Just an hour a day opening the app and learn foreign languages.. 
Today I was asked a question .. how did I manage to write books at the age of 29 .. 
Yes, damn it .. yes, I just manage my time .. my attention in a right way! 
Some of the people are going to leave the house for several hours .. daydreaming .. when during 
this time you can still have time to go for a run .. and go in for sports .. 
But a lot of people .. do not do it all because of their depressed psychological state .. 
It turns out that all this text is empty .. no one will take on himself .. until there is Faith and 
lightness in the soul and in the head .. 
And everyone is waiting ..doing nothing to achieve this 



Chapter 144 
  
There are people .. who are not conscious .. I would call them .. bots .. robots .. autobots .. These 
bots think that they are conscious .. I then… they think that they have a choice .. about thier 
desires ..their desires .. but in fact it is an illusion .. 
Most people on the planet are bots .. who are in this world to develop to such a level that they 
become conscious .. 
At first these people are bots .. live on automatism .. all their actions all their reactions are 
predictable .. 
It is impossible to consciously discuss anything with these people. 
these bots, like any machine, have an algorithm .. 
I will give an example of an ATM .. if it is programmed so that it accepts only dollars, then no 
matter how much you shout at it will only accept dollars .. 
Therefore, it makes no sense to swear at these bots .. and even more stupid to be offended by 
them .. 
When I was born.. I was born immediately as not a bot.. 
And I immediately noticed how predictable everything is .. 
and that everything around is fake .. 
that if the bot is programmed with 10 answer options .. and 10 topic options .. then you cannot 
talk to him about any other topic .. if it is not in the bot’s Program List .. 
People are bots, they are like “Siri” .. 



You say to Siri: what’s the weather like? And she answers what the weather is.. 
Well, if Siri is asked what is not programmed in her, she starts answering the question: what is 
better America or Russia, Siri will give you: the song America and Russia. .. 
))) that is, as if she had gone off topic) Siri heard it in it’s own way the best she can) 
That’s the way people who are bots .. 
something that is outside the scope of their program .. they immediately have a gap and they 
start to fail or pick up something similar for the answer .. 
people do the same). 
At first I didn’t understand .. am I somehow not normal .. or is there something wrong with the 
world .. 
I didn’t give up.. when all the bots didn’t accept and didn’t recognize me.. I survived it all.. 
Imagine what it’s like to be alone.. and not talk to anyone.. 
To imagine this .. imagine that you live and you have a robot .toy at home .. and he will, as it 
were, answer a couple of programmed topics .. and so on in a circle .. and that’s it .. 
So I did not give up .. and reached the level .. that now I know .. though not completely, but I 
know .. what kind of world I found myself in .. and what kind of people are bots and who I am. . 
I.. this is the next level after the man.. 
That is, there are people bots .. and they all have to grow to the next level .. where they become 
conscious .. 
At the moment I am such a pioneer .. in the system in which we are now … 
And when I began to present myself .. how I see the world and people differently .. then people 
showed up .. my readers .. who are already at the stage of transition from a human-bot to the 
next level .. in the transition to the level of a conscious person .. . 
Of course, for many it will be hard to hear .. what I will write .. but .. people who are bots .. not 
conscious .. these are people .. 
But after them .. these are aliens .. these are the same people but conscious .. 
I just started to learn to have awarness.. 
At first I assumed .. that here I am .. and maybe those who rule .. and all the other bots and they 
are hopeless meaning .. since they are like extras .. but as it turned out .. that is not .. these bots 
should wake up .. and this is what I need to do .. keep on doing this .. 
It’s very unusual that I am something new .. 
that I am driven by something .. that there is a god and gods and aliens .. and I hear them .. and I 
am such a character .. 
It’s great that for 10 years while I’m writing .. it didn’t turn out to be some kind of my illusion and 
delusion .. and that I had already found the door .. so I knocked on it and they answered me .. 



Chapter 100 
  
..I started keeping a diary ..at the age of 16.. it was 2006… 
And so I continue to do it .. and this diary is already chapters .. this is already a whole books .. 
And now I’m 29 .. and the society is glitching because of me .. as before .. 
Imagine I come to request visas .. or when I do some documents or request a credit card .. all 
employees .. all the staff in these organizations have one reaction: 
Alexander, you made a mistake in the figure where you indicated your income .. (although I 
already indicated 10 times less on the advice) .. 
And I say this .. and in response to me: well, you interrupted too much .. write that your income is 
less .. otherwise they won’t believe .. 
All banks block me .. all internet banks .. and everyone finds out every year .. how can this be .. 
I started to figure out what the problem is. It turned out .. that those who earn big money 
officially and pay taxes .. there are only few of those companies .. 
Anyone who earns a lot.. nobody pays taxes.. and everyone show a small income.. 
And when I pay taxes .. then everyone thinks that I still mean more, and I hid it .. but the fact that 
officially it’s supposed to be for show .. and then super tears the template for everyone .. 
But that’s okay.. yes, I’m such a strange type for other people .. that I can buy a jacket for a 
stranger for 1000 .. just like that .. and never see him again .. or send a person on a trip .. 
Rent an apartment .. open a business .. 
And for people it’s wild .. everyone is afraid .. and they start to think only bad things .. Yes, and 
people in principle .. their focus is set to bad ..( 
And here I am suggesting to different people .. if you want this .. if you want that .. if you want, 
come here .. here are the tickets for you! I’ll pay for housing! All inclusive ! 



And people don’t understand… 
One person asked me .. how do I determine to whom to give it all .. to whom to offer it all .. 
And I answered: well, this is the same as coming to a restaurant .. and all the people are sitting .. 
but they are all on the same wavelength .. they are even imperceptible .. and suddenly you see a 
person .. or a company .. and it stole my attention. .. and now .. it means his own man .. 
And it’s in the same way for everything in my life .. if now I turn on the film and there is England .. 
it steals attention .. 
And then a friend writes that he is in England .. writes on the same day .. 
And then I’m looking for the blackest paint in the world, and it’s in England .. 
all this yes, one day .. and that’s all .. this is a sign for me .. and I’m flying .. 
So I chose my land .. when I traveled around the world .. so I choose everything .. every object .. it 
seems to glow “.. and without hesitation you immediately reach for it .. 
You cannot even imagine how far I have gone .. before I was younger and wrote about everyday 
things .. I compared primitive everyday disagreements in society .. and now .. if I write what is 
now .. it will be difficult for you to understand .. this in most people will cause envy .. aggression .. 
defensive laughter .. 
Well, it’s like the truth for a simple person, it will be like a pun .. when I want a product and it’s 
not of high quality as an example .. and I say that then we ourselves will launch our own 
production .. 
Or I learn about a person .. seeing him in the program as an example, I and he is a butterfly 
specialist .. and I say .. take him to me .. 
And the society in Russia is not ready for this yet .. in Russia they are surprised how so someone 
always accompanies me and I am silent .. 
Or like me in New York, I invited one Contractor to my place .. to visit .. for his full fee .. I agreed to 
the amount .. but anyway .. they declined they said they would meet .. 
only in neutral territory .. they are not ready to come to my home! 
Why are everyone so wild .. I’m a child .. as I was .. always to everyone with an open mind- 
shoy .. and everyone immediately starts looking for pitfalls .. Wrote under: Marco Beltrami — love 



Chapter 105 
  
How do I communicate with people now .. now 2019. 
It’s been 2 years since I changed my policy on relations with people and society.. 
I used to be in the “know everything” mode .. know all the social stratas .. know the society .. from 
the lowest frequency to the highest .. 
And don’t care if you like it or not .. of course, the main thing in such experiments is not to lose 
yourself .. your inner self .. 
While I was in society and disperse myself and wasted myself on everyone .. it gave me good 
development .. and the book “corridor” .. this is what I knew .. 
But! As I gave the Corridor, a book for printing .. I knew the whole society .. the whole social 
material world .. the finish line was just in the States .. 
Then Alexander Bolshoi told me .. that I knew 12 signs of the zodiac .. and that I need to defeat 
the 13th sign .. ride on the back of the devil “.. 
Well, and that the 13th sign is a serpent tempter .. and that you kind of win and free yourself .. 
That this serpent needs to be subdued .. 
And Alexander Bolshoi said … that now I need to live only with my heart .. and do only 
everything that pleases me .. that everything .. I have achieved a social financial position .. and 
now I can be completely myself .. and that I can even no longer listen to him .. but just live with 
my heart .. 



That’s what I’ve been doing for the last 2 years.. 
These 2 years are the happiest .. because the light is always burning .. inside in the chest .. and 
now it does not go out like before when I lived in society and was among the devils .. before I 
had to do techniques every time .. disconnect from society and charge 
yourself .. meditate (not like people do in the gym or driving ) .. turn on the chakras .. listen to 
music and do whatever you like .. 
And then again, with my head, I plunged into an evil society .. 
Now I live completely only by my own rules .. I don’t go against my soul .. only with my heart .. 
Previously, in order to live in society and be in foreign social stratas .. I had to close myself .. turn 
off .. to immerse myself in completely and so that my soul does not ache .. 
Now, on the contrary, I surrounded myself with everything that I liked .. 
Changed the environment .. changed everything around .. changed my whole way of life .. 
Therefore, now I will not go to an institution that I don’t like .. I won’t meet a person who doesn’t 
like .. 
I will not watch and listen to what I do not like .. 
From this, my light inside began to burn much stronger .. plus I also multiplied it all and 
strengthened it several times .. with the help of different things .. that were used by the 
previously initiated .. 
And so cool .. before I was all alone in this world .. there was no one there .. and no one wanted 
to go there .. 
And for this I all climb society .. not to be alone .. 
And now .. in the world of the heart .. in the world without a mind .. here already people began 
to appear and there are so many things from the world without a mind .. that society is not 
needed .. 
And I see how society is collapsing .. weakening .. people are waking up and will soon come to 
the world of the Heart .. 
More scientifically if you explain.. that is, the frequency of the rhythm is material .. but there is a 
spiritual one .. and the material one bends and the spiritual one grows .. and grows stronger .. 
It turns out now it’s happening like this .. that I’m not inferior in anything ever .. 
And if a person who is from society .. but he has one foot there and the other in the world 
without a mind .. heart .. 
Then if he wants to communicate with me .. and pulls me there into society .. then I say no !! Now 
all communication is only on my territory)) 
That is, in the world of the heart in the world without a mind .. in the spiritual world .. 
From this, I do not clog up and grow .. and from this, the person .. is even more disconnected 
from society and finds his inner self .. in the world without a mind where I live .. 
So it’s not so easy to see me now .. and even communicate with me .. because I will no longer 
support conversations that are from the world of society .. where people are built on 
selfishness .. pleasures .. and deceit .. 
I’m getting more charged .. and the devils from society are even more mad ..) 
Another thing I noticed .. that I can’t even say anything .. a person who is half in society and half 
lives with his heart .. this person, being in my presence .. charges his heart even more .. and his 
society everything starts to collapse.. 
And the people who all come across to me in life .. they are faced with a choice .. choose the 
bright side .. or .. or further deceive yourself and people and wait for life to kick you) 



And anyway, sooner or later for 10 years already .. everyone has been crawling to me with 
apologies .. most often this is after an emergency, a person’s mind and egoism weakens .. he 
begins to feel his inner self .. and he has no one to socialize with to talk.. he himself begins to see 
that all the devils.. and this person begins to remember me.. and reach out to me.. 
So people.. make a choice.. and draw conclusions.. 



Chapter 207 
Spiritual Bali 
  
I’ll tell you a little more for your sobriety .. about False coaches .. who talk about spirituality … 
I am currently in Bali. I was here a long time ago .. when there were most Australians on the 
island from tourists .. yes, there were Americans and Europeans .. there were few Russians .. and 
those who are surfers and they did not spoil the atmosphere of Bali in any way .. 
But what is happening now .. a lot of redneck people have appeared .. all these people are 
scary .. evil .. guys and men are all redneck .. healthy with short haircuts boars .. many with their 
women .. who look 50 at 30. 
these are people of the old generation .. dinosaurs .. who have such firmware as: push everyone 
to be the first, deceive everyone, violate the comfort zone of others around .. all such hucksters .. 
They don’t give a shit about Asia at all.. they are all looking for Russian cuisine.. they shout — 
bring us lard! Every day in hookahs and open hookahs .. they are also engaged in crime .. and sell 
drugs and rob tourists .. (give tips on villas, etc.) 
Do these redneck people really need Bali and this culture and surfing? No! They are here because 
they are nobody in their hometown.. and Bali is cheap.. and it’s just because of money.. because 
of survival.. 
There is another contingent of people in Bali.. party-goers, prostitutes, drug addicts.. this is such 
a lost youth.. who also chose this for two reasons.. here they are not the same already and shit 
like in their hometown.. well, they are here because everyone is here .. and these people are 
lost .. they don’t have their own opinion .. they just always do everything like the mass of 
everyone else .. 
How these young people behave .. dope .. sleep with a new person every day .. looking for a 
freebie .. do everything you can .. Rent a villa .. sell drugs .. organize parties .. 



there are a lot of Russian girls who work to survive .. in clubs and bars .. in order to catch a 
tourist .. preferably a foreigner and drag him to a bar and draw money from them .. so that he 
leaves a lot of money in a bar .. from this girl get a percentage. 
There is another continent of people .. what I have been leading up to for so long .. these are 
spiritual gurus) 
These are also ordinary people from the villages .. who in a real city in their country they are 
nobody and when no one recognizes them .. because they are morons .. and these characters .. 
dressed up as enlightened .. and preach spiritual development .. 
Although until recently they were sitting in the office for a penny .. or doing network marketing 
and selling cosmetics .. and now they are gurus) 
Why did they choose this niche.. 
education is not needed. 
there are no authorities in this area .. it is not regulated or controlled by anything .. You are your 
own boss and dictate your own rules and present yourself as you want .. 
These people are trying to keep the bar. The price tag is charged for services .. if you contact 
them .. they are all busy .. they say you need to find a window) although these people have 
nothing to eat ..) but they pretend to be great .. 
Who are these characters from my point of view: 
There is a society and there is a real spiritual world .. where there are real open people .. Iâ€™m 
from the spiritual world .. and only when a person falls out of society .. his life leads to me .. 
And a spiritual teacher in Bali is a material World.. society.. where crooked, disproportionate 
village people.. dress up beautifully.. they burn scented sticks.. they burn oils.. They lay out cards.. 
they walk on nails over coals.. 
that is, the material world is a world of superficial people .. where they do not delve into the 
essence .. but only go on the cover .. and lure the same .. who just need an atmosphere for their 
mind, like wow cool) but .. nothing spiritual .. nothing is sacred.. 
pull any practice guru out of his comfort zone to his hometown, it will be just Vasya in a dumb 
winter jacket .. who has neither knowledge, experience nor money .. there he is just Vasya .. 
Bali really has always been famous for everything so paranormal .. but this is when an American 
sat in conviction .. who has his own bank .. and he traveled the whole world .. paid a million to 
learn the secrets and develop .. and then became acceptable in Bali by this de — shower with 
people.. 
But it’s not about the Russians…) 
If we compare with the States .. in the States a spiritual coach .. this is a person who has achieved 
everything material .. and sits in sweatpants and a jacket for $ 2000 and is in the subject of 
everything that happens in the world .. and really knows a lot .. because he has grown to this 
level and invested a lot of money in its development … 
And the Russian spiritual coacher in Bali .. these are rags on him for 300 rubles .. some kind of 
garbage on his head .. read and listened to a couple of esoteric books and called himself a guru) 
The most disgusting thing .. that 90% of them .. people who use drugs .. and do not respect 
people .. but just out loud think how to divorce someone or sell something in order to survive .. 
Of course, there are always exceptions .. and there are those who, as they say, are really out of 
this world .. and really see, feel, etc. .. but they are easy to recognize .. 
this is definitely not the girl who gives the Human design layout , but a couple of years ago she 
was a saleswoman or a model 



Chapter 121 
energy of stones and artifacts 
  
Let me tell you a story about crystals and gems.. 
When I moved to live in New York .. I noticed .. that there are people .. who are not the mass like 
everyone else .. 
And on the same wavelength with me .. 
Let me explain .. it used to be like this .. that I was walking down the street .. and it felt like people 
were all on the same wavelength .. on the same rhythm .. and everything was in some kind of 
fuss .. and I was like a ghost .. standing. .. and I see everything in slow motion .. and it’s all around 
me .. but I’m not with them .. not with people .. but in some kind of my own vacuum .. 
This is the state of sobriety .. awareness .. 
And when I walked around Manhattan.. especially on Madison Avenue.. 
I began to meet eyes .. with other people .. and they see me and I see them .. and people .. they 
are all in a parallel reality .. 
And I began to notice .. that most of these people .. who are on the same wavelength with me .. 
men have rings on their ring fingers .. and women have pearls .. 
When I got home .. I turned to those “upstairs” .. whom I call “they” .. and asked them .. 
and they said and showed that I need two rings .. on the ring fingers .. it is imperative that they 
be oval .. and the stones are not faceted but smooth ..cabochon .. 
And one stone is needed the most expensive black .. and the second stone is needed the most 
expensive red .. 
One of the rules of my world .. that it is impossible, as an egoist with an impatient mind, to rush 
and seek .. 



I just took note of it .. that such rings are needed .. I looked into different stores and found out 
where to buy such rings, etc. .. 
And in December 2018 .. I was in Los Angeles .. and a friend told me that he wants me to show 
him .. how it is when paradoxes happen .. so that I show him how crazy I am .. when it leads me 
somewhere .. to switch to such a frequency .. 
Well, I told him ..: so .. where is the ocean now .. ? In which direction? .. here we went straight 
there to the ocean .. 
A friend looks at the map and shows the ocean and a little to the right of long beach .. and I say: 
don’t be a little to the right! We need to go straight to the water from where we are now .. 
What’s there?.. he says he doesn’t know.. 
When we went there .. we caught the eye of a large Billboard and it was written on it: king tut 
When we arrived at the ocean .. there is another poster and it also says: king tut .. 
And so we got out of the car .. and decided to go to an antique store .. I went to look at the 
rings .. and there is an Egyptian ring .. and it says: king tut 
And of course I buy this ring .. 
When we sat down in the cafe and took out the ring .. it was so strong .. just like in science fiction 
films .. it buzzed so much in my head and you could really feel the radiation from it .. 
My friend put it on and began to feel the influence of the Ring on him.. 
when i put on the ring.. i felt the same.. 
It’s like snakes are moving in my head … and my whole body is filled with such energy .. and so I 
want to straighten up and make my chest a wheel .. and it feels like you are the master! Boss! 
After this ring, I immediately flew to St. Petersburg .. and abandoned Christmas and New Year, 
which was planned in Los Angeles .. yes, I’m such a psycho .. that nothing mattered to me .. 
And so I begin to study this ring .. and I understand .. that if such a ring is made bigger .. and put 
on my head .. then this damn thing is a crown .. 
That’s how it works! 
And I begin to study what and where in history there were staves, thrones, crowns, armor and 
various paraphernalia .. 
As a result, I’m returning in half a year to Los Angeles .. I’m going to the museum with a friend .. 
so there was a book store .. and we feel like it is radiant with energy from the crystals that are 
sold there .. 
And we start collecting them.. 
And I understand that the rings that I was told to wear .. so they will give me something .. and 
these stones in the rings will affect me .. 
And I come to the store .. and ask to be shown precious stones .. and I start to feel energy from 
everyone .. 
I ordered one ring with a black sapphire .. and the second with a ruby .. 
Yes, they made them for me and yes they work .. and plus my Egyptian ring .. But the most 
interesting thing is different .. that I remember what was mentioned in the Bible .. 
about 12 biblical stones .. and I start collecting them all over Los Angeles .. and when I found and 
bought 7 stones out of 12 stones .. and I put a bag with stones around my neck .. and 
experienced an unreal feeling .. happiness. .. bliss .. nobility .. it was something incredible .. 
The story is very long .. but in a nutshell .. I still collect gems and artifacts and meteorites .. I study 
metals .. and I spend all my money on it 



What does it all give? .. everything from which it phonates .. it sobers you up .. disconnects you 
from the influence of society .. so that you are conscious and hear your heart .. and then you are 
without- 
danger and Fate leads you through life .. if in a nutshell 



Chapter 27 
who knows who better 
  
It’s very funny when a person tells me that he googled me and already knows everything about 
me… 
It’s very funny to hear from people .. because if I am conscious .. and I give an account of all my 
actions and control everything and build everything myself, everything is as it should be, then 
this Google will show exactly what I want to show you .. 
so is social media .. so are my videos and books .. 
this is my creation .. I myself am the whole character .. this is a creation … 
And if you don’t see photos of me at the controls of an airplane, it doesn’t mean that I can’t be a 
pilot.. it’s just not shown on the Internet.. 
If I don’t write something in my books, it doesn’t mean that I don’t know something.. maybe I 
don’t want to give this information… 
And when I take it and behave impudently, I decided so and give an account of this and pursue 
some goal .. 
And it’s very funny when people who are not conscious draw conclusions that they have already 
understood me, they know… 
It’s not the first time I change covers of myself .. showing people .. that I can be that .. and that .. 
anyone .. because it’s just a facade … 
But what lies behind this facade? 



Once upon a time, conservative people reacted sharply to my appearance .. 
i changed the cover .. and now the youth tells me .. hey you were normal, and now some jeans 
with a jacket .. like what the hell) 
Everything is simple with you people .. everything that is now in your social networks is you .. the 
way you are dressed is you .. 
then where you go, and with whom you communicate, this is you! It is 100% a reflection of your 
personality.. and you have no control over it 
In my case .. you see what I decided to let you see .. and I even decide which topics to touch on in 
the text so that they awaken a certain reaction inside you .. I now control and do what you 
experience now from reading.. 
And I could write about something else .. and your reaction would be different … I can win you 
over, or I can push you away .. 
I can make you argue with my information.. I decide it.. whether you want to argue and disagree 
with me.. 
After all, if I would not like disputes, then I would touch on other topics .. I would give you what 
you want to hear .. 
I control my life. And everything around me is in the field of my attention .. it’s all under my 
control .. this is my world .. and I’m the boss in it .. and while you didn’t know me .. I couldn’t 
control you .. but from the moment you found out about me .. you got into my film .. where I am 
the main character .. and where you are the characters and circumstances .. and I write the script 
for further events .. how you treat me .. and what you want and don’t want… 



Chapter 23 
How to build relationships today? 
  
Will you agree / agree with me? 
A lot of feminine men, and a lot of masculine women .. 
And this is now the problem of the 21st century .. 
That before a man was boss and a woman behind him .. but she chooses one .. to whom you 
completely surrender, you know that you are protected with him and everything will be fine .. 
And now .. men, in order to be with a girl .. yield to them in everything and all their whims and, 
as a result, lose a man in themselves .. masculine energy .. core .. 
and women become even more masculine … with balls .. and eventually become lonely .. and 
they no longer exude femininity and love and warmth 
And from female egoism .. women according to statistics over the past 5 years .. have become all 
single mothers with their noses turned up with their rightness .. 
The solution to this problem .. for a man to remain a man and subdue and tame a woman .. 
But .. now many girls would have reacted to such a statement of mine like this: supposedly that I 
should bend under some kind of idiot? .. 
Hmm.. so I have a counter question. And why choose such a moron .. you need to choose one to 
completely bend over .. 
You need to choose a person for your level .. if you are a skunk guy, you are developed at 5 level. 
So choose the girl one level below and pull her along with you .. 
And if you are a girl at level 5 .. so choose someone who is higher than you level .. and 
surrender .. 



But this is when a girl says ..: I myself know how to .. 
Damn .. and then why do you need a man? .. 
Just to what?.. so that he just feeds you?.. and what are you to him? Children? Sex? It’s all 
secondary.. 
First, a person chooses a person! And a real man needs a woman to believe in him for all 100 and 
follow him .. she will strengthen him and his world .. and he is growing! And thanks to this, the 
woman will be all inclusive.. 
And when a woman doesn’t do that .. then the man doesn’t grow either, and they even argue 
with him .. and don’t agree on everything .. so it means he even lowers the man .. that is, this is 
even to the detriment of the man .. 
In all films about knights .. old films about love .. there in those days it was all .. real .. when a 
flower girl .. gentle kind vulnerable sincere .. and with zero selfishness and snake mind .. 
and the man carries her in his arms “.. who will tear off his head for her and always water her .. 
this flower waters .. because when the flower grows .. then the man grows .. but the man must 
grow the flower .. 
and not a flower should snort at a man and say: I myself know how to) 
This is how I write chapters .. and what I wrote .. the Queen of Britain and the Pope of Rome will 
agree with this .. and many wise people .. 
And my peers and the younger generation .. they may have believed in this and felt such an 
attitude in their genes .. but society and society injure everyone .. and everyone gets lost and 
begins to treat everything differently and to people and to themselves 
Amen 



Chapter 209  
You're not like that 
  
..I’ll tell you a story… 
Some time ago I liked one girl … not her appearences .. not her world .. but just something on a 
subtle plane .. as if I feel her … as if there is something similar to me inside her .. that somewhere 
then deep inside she is real .. 
But I also saw .. that it is somewhere far and deep inside .. 
What confused me was that she lived in a bad world .. 
I don’t even know how to describe this world correctly and clearly.. it’s such a frequency.. such a 
social stratum of society.. where people are bad and unhappy.. 
I’ve already been in a similar world .. when I went to college .. there were many children from rich 
families .. although half of them were those who wanted to seem like that .. 
that is, these are not noble and not pleasant people .. 
While studying my first year, I saw how everyone lies to each other .. how everyone uses each 
other .. and what values everyone has .. it was important for everyone to be cool and who has 
what clothes and who has what car .. 



The biggest reason why I dropped out of university.. is the social environment.. the problem is in 
the social environment.. it’s a nightmare… 
people, these children cultivate complexes and selfishness in each other and lose a human in 
themselves .. 
*(Of course there were normal guys nerds nerds) 
So .. let’s move on .. in the end .. I , this girl that I liked .. 
wrote.. 
asked her .. how does she live in this little world in which she is .. because I turned away from all 
this .. you all know each other to be friends .. and I left .. and shy away from you .. 
I measured it for the “soul” .. so as not to lose myself .. 
The girl didn’t understand what I was talking about .. and she didn’t understand that she was 
among the devils .. and that the light that was still inside her .. would soon go out .. 
Our conversations led to.. that I first gave her an example from the movie: befor I fall.. 
where they show girls .. who are such fools. Like cool .. and superficial. 
And like a boy .. writes to a girl of one of this company .. writes: you are not like that … But she 
ignored him .. this girl .. from the movie .. did not notice that boy … 
But when the girl had an emergency… 
She began to notice what a bitch she was .. and what she was not conscious .. with her gang of 
foolish girlfriends .. 
And that even her boyfriend was an asshole .. 
but then she noticed a boy who wrote everything to her and said .. that she was not like that .. 
that is, a boy like me .. I saw this light, which was still a little bit burning in it … 
Do you understand?… 
But .. the second example I gave to a girl .. is the movie Matilda .. which is an old American movie 
about a little girl .. 
I gave an example .. that a girl was born conscious .. that she somehow soberly sees the world 
and people .. 
and that here I am .. like Matilda .. that I dream of such a girl .. who would be so .. conscious and 
noble .. with the right values and intentions … 
And I also gave an example from the movie Matilda .. what kind of parents did she have .. and 
that I can’t stand such people and in all my 500 videos on YouTube and all my books I scream 
about .. such people die !! that is, like Matilda’s parents .. these vile deceitful ones, etc. … 
And that all my work is aimed only at this .. 
That I was born just a child like Matilda .. and somehow I survive among pigs .. and somehow I 
try not to give up and meet conscious people .. normal. Adequate.. 
And thanks for being you.. 
- every day I wish such devils to disappear as soon as possible .. get out of my way .. and not even 
catch my eye .. because I came .. and I came to judge .. and 
so that you understand .. those who the hell are reading me now .. the result of everything is 
already all spelled out .. 
As they told me .. I am a war .. and I have been at war all this time .. against all these devils .. and I 
crush and will crush the upstarts of the village .. and I will always support the weak .. those who 
are clean inside .. for I myself went through everything .. through all hell .. 
And I’m tired of watching .. that those forces now rule .. that dictate the rules .. stole, cheat, dress 
up as a rooster and you’re cool .. 



and people who are Honest noble .. they just sit in the ass in poverty and cannot go against the 
soul and start stealing .. 
And those who do not have a soul .. those are just at the Top now .. (I’m talking about bloggers 
about many stars, etc. .. I’m not talking about official power .. but just about culture and 
authorities .. they themselves called themselves authorities in their own newspapers, magazines 
and TV programs) .. 
I’ll have to fix this.. 
There would be an apparatus that would show who is who inside “… wow.. You would be 
surprised.. that many whom society considers bad.. will turn out to be good.. And those whom 
you praise.. real hell.. 
Over o live by heart.. and not to lose yourself.. 
Watch movies like: 
Matilda (USA), captain hook (with Robin Williams), cartoon Anastasia 
And don’t forget that being a rat.. and insensitive.. is not a power!! It’s a weakness.. 
No matter how much you live .. don’t give up .. keep Matilda in yourself .. be cold and evil .. this is 
no longer relevant .. all these devils will soon wash my floors .. if they don’t die out from diseases 
or if they will not be imprisoned soon.. 
Amen 



Chapter 113 
boring job and fed up of marriage 
  
The problem of the Russian mentality in relation to work .. 
Very picky people.. 
and their whims and principles, everything must be broken, only then they will become strong 
and will be able to soberly go towards their goal. 
I’ll give you an example. If I now give tasks to my team .. then one will get the task to look for a 
real estate, and the other will get the task to manage the master who replacing the tiles .. 
And the one who got the task, open the door to the master in the morning and watch him while 
he lays the tiles in the apartment .. that’s the one who got this task .. he will not be happy .. what 
the hell was he given such a task .. 
And he will say: but another was given an interesting task .. to go and buy premises .. 
But something else is funny .. that the one who buys the premises .. his salary is exactly the same 
as that of the other, who follows the tile master in the apartment .. 
That is, the one who was instructed to follow the tile master .. is outraged not because of the 
salary .. 
and this is precisely his personal whim .. complex .. 
that he cannot treat work as a mechanism for completing tasks in exchange for rewards.. 
That is, for this capricious character it is still fundamentally what kind of task it will be .. 



This is the problem of the Russian mentality, from which everyone is in poverty! And I conducted 
such an experiment a long time ago .. I made a vacancy and collected applications and 
communicated with applicants .. 
and said that you would receive as much as you received at your last job, plus another 30% from 
me .. 
does that suit you?.. the person says yes! 
And he asks what needs to be done.. 
And I told him: maybe you just need to sit and drink tea with me .. or cover A4 sheets with glue .. 
And the person is at a loss.. How so.. 
I explain to him .. that anything can be .. well, of course, everything is within reason .. 
And I say: what kind of salary do you agree to draw bears for me onr a day during working hours 
for a month? .. 
And the man says to me — no! 
Although this man claimed that he had no money and that he needed money and he needed a 
job! 
But!! He doesn’t want to draw bears for me .. supposedly this is not serious .. Again, it turns out 
that I touched a capricious person with his pride and for his complexes .. 
And every second person is like that.. 
No successful person has such capricious qualities in himself .. only beggars .. who think they are 
smarter than everyone else .. instead of admitting that they are capricious a*holes 
But why am I.. 
today I once again advised people .. and again the most popular mistake of mankind .. 
Either a person tells me that he wants to quit, because it has not become uninteresting to him .. 
then a person tells me that he wants to get a divorce, otherwise it’s somehow empty and not 
interesting .. Oh people … how wrong you are .. 
Yes, when you quit your job and find a new one, you will be cool at first .. but this is not from a 
new job .. what do you think .. 
but from changes .. from the fact that everything in your life has stirred, because 
change… 
But a couple of months will pass and the new work will also become uninteresting .. and it’s not 
about work !!! And in you!!! 
Work is something that brings just money! 
Work should not satisfy you emotionally!! 
You drive to work and relationships .. because you are empty !! You are boring!! Because you 
don’t do anything for yourself!! You primitively go to work and home .. and you get bored .. and 
you start blaming your relationship partner and your job for it .. and you leave it all .. finding 
something new .. but then everything is the same again !! Because it’s not about work and 
family!! 
If you had your own hobby.. if you were passionate about something.. bought broken-down 
frame motorcycles and collected them with friends in the garage and take a documantary about 
it 
movie .. then going to work the main .. you would be glad to work .. and husband and wife .. and 
everyone .. because you are happy that you have a hobby .. motorcycles .. 
And when you are nobody .. sitting at home .. and doing nothing .. so you start thinking .. you 
can move .. you can get a divorce .. you can have a child .. you can change jobs .. 
Yes, you pancake just empty lazybones! 



I have already saved 7 people from divorce with these consultations .. 
why are you so stupid.. 
Buy yourself a garage or rent a garage for yourself.. make yourself a workshop there and create! 
And then you will be happy with everyone and everything! 
And the work once again remind you .. this is not a way of life! Work is what gives money! And 
with money you should already arrange a holiday for the soul !! Do something for yourself!! Then 
you will love your job and will work even better! 



Chapter 401 
The other extreme of development. 
  
The other extreme of development. 
It’s also funny how readers take my information to the extreme, without trying to get to the 
bottom of it .. without understanding .. for whom this information is .. 
and that all my information is always on a specific topic .. 
and people take everything under the same brush .. 
Well, here’s an example for you .. somewhere I said somewhere that people who write comments 
on social networks everywhere and put likes .. this is a certain low stratum of society .. 
that a high-frequency or more socially material person does not engage in such nonsense … 
And in the end .. everyone who heard this .. took them off being active in my social networks .. 
Now I will explain .. Those who write comments are people who, well, have absolutely no 
personality .. just ordinary simple homebodies .. who have no taste in anything and they have 
not even entered the platform of social and material adaptation .. and they do not understand 
what is good, what is bad, what is decent, what is shameful, they do not understand what others 
will think .. and in general they do not care .. but not from the fact that they are free and have 
known everything .. but on the contrary from a low level of development. .. 
And of course I would say to such people! And fix your back! Pull up your pants! Stop looking at 
the floor! Stop watching cats on social networks and commenting! Get busy!!! 
But there is another group of people .. I call them: victims of society .. they are already such in the 
image .. important .. it’s shameful for them to write a comment .. 
They only watch.. 



And just so you understand what you need .. 
then everything should always be the other way around! This is development..! 
That is, if you rarely post pictures .. then start posting often !!! If you always have perfect posts on 
social networks! Then start spreading without thinking about anything !! 
And if, on the contrary, your posts are dumb .. then start trying !! And post only something of 
high quality and necessary! 
If you always comment on everything .. then stop! 
If you never comment..then start!! And life will change! 
If you always write first! So stop it.. 
If you’re waiting.. stop waiting!! Write first!! 
If you post only everything good and about the good .. then start posting everything bad and 
about the bad .. because you also have this .. because people are all black and white .. as long as 
a person is a person .. 
I veiled this essence for you in such a childish example with social networks .. although I hope 
you understand .. that this is far from being about social networks .. but about you and your life .. 
Amen 



Chapter 80 
troubles will come for the unscrupulous 
  
Conscience .. this is what tormented me since childhood .. what I was very unhappy with .. and I 
thought that my conscience was a problem .. but that was then .. long ago .. in childhood .. 
Imagine what it is like for a person to live with a conscience .. when your relatives tell you to hide 
something from your other relative .. 
And you hear it .. and everything shrinks inside you .. because even to hide something .. for you 
this is already a crime (this is how your conscience reacts) 
And how do you feel when relatives tell you how to lie, what to say to the teacher at school … as 
an excuse .. why I was not at school for a week .. 
Although I would always say as it was .. but they tell me that I need to say that I was sick .. 
And I didn’t get sick .. I was in the country house .. 
And damn.. I said so to the teacher.. and she was shocked.. 
she got lost .. and after a couple of second pause .. she said: did you have fun? .. And I smile .. yes, 
I had a good fun) and tell them what I did .. 
and everyone looks at me in shock and laughs .. 
I couldn’t lie.. it’s so hard and painful.. 
but it’s not just lies… 
My conscience is so big… that I couldn’t even hide and manipulate.. how people do it.. 



Well, an example: you are a girl talking to a boy .. You are supposedly friends .. but in truth you 
want something from him .. inside you have a different intention .. insterest .. 
So I couldn’t do it like that … it’s like a crime for me too … It’s like I have some kind of 
unrestrained truth .. 
That is, it’s so much .. that if you have a conscience .. and you want a person to hire you .. you 
cannot like people .. take him and hint about it and hope .. that he will suddenly offer you a job. . 
it’s easier for you to say everything straightforward .. 
This conscience is such.. that you simply cannot have friends with such a conscience.. build 
relationships.. get a job.. 
because 99% of the time you will end up among fake lying people.. 
and even if you remain yourself and with a conscience .. you still dirty your soul .. when you 
interact with society .. 
Example .. here you are with a conscience .. you are right .. you are sitting in a restaurant with a 
friend .. And he ate one bun out of two .. and tells the waitress .. that there was only one bun .. 
And he waits for her to apologize and bring more .. 
For me, this is an initiation.. and for me, this is a setup.. I witnessed this.. 
and all .. I feel bad .. 
When I was young, I had a hard time with it all.. 
I was just trying to be empty and stone like people.. 
but it hurts so much .. to go against your conscience .. which you have is huge … 
Now .. at the present time .. if I am in a circle of people .. and suddenly a friend whispers to me ..: 
sssasha look there on his nose .. “ 
Me: sharply out loud I say .. — what did you say ?? No need to whisper! Tell! 
I react this way because I don’t play these human jokes of yours .. It’s so low and against 
conscience .. against purity .. It’s not clean … 
Because of my conscience, I am so low .. financially .. because if I could allow myself to be as 
soulless and shameless as people .. I would already be on the cover of all magazines with a 
crown on my head and would live in the Hermitage. 
And since I have a conscience .. I’m a little bit .. sincerely .. everything is as it is .. 
And people are evil towards me because of my simple you and kindness .. began to sit on my 
head .. steal my information .. copy me .. show me disrespect .. 
And what did I have to do? .. start positioning myself .. as more angry and daring .. although, of 
course, those who see .. they see that I am kind-hearted .. but the devils scare well .. they don’t 
see me .. they look superficially … not delving into the essence .. 
And about the occasions of conscience, I will say .. thank you conscience! Conscience is what 
made me not lost .. thanks to conscience, I remain myself real .. thanks to conscience .. but fake 
people linger in my life .. and only people with conscience are around .. 
so the next time you think about where to get real friends .. and how to protect yourself from 
bad circumstances .. you just remember your conscience .. and if you have one .. conscience is 
your friend .. conscience .. this is me.. internally I am.. 
this is to live with your heart .. that is, to live according to your conscience .. when you are afraid 
to throw a candy wrapper on the street .. conscience is faith .. 
And there is one and those who are at the top .. and your conscience warns .. what is good and 
what is bad .. and that shameless actions can be a punishment 



Chapter 30 
what is going on in the world 
  
..today 30 March 2020 .. 
What’s going on with people.. at the moment.. 
.. imagine such a situation .. that there are creative people .. who are so quiet and lonely .. and 
people who always work at the computer .. all sorts of young independent freelancers … 
..these are all the characters on a calm rhythm .. I call it frequencies .. there are different 
frequencies 
So .. in the World in which we are now .. a huge number of people .. from their mind and society .. 
dispersed so much .. that they stopped feeling themselves and their inner self .. and began to 
live only with their mind and head .. 
many people became victims.. hostages of society.. hostages of the material frequency of the 
mind.. 
And such a natural phenomenon happened … so that people’s minds turn off .. so that people 
participate in their inner self .. so that people can be alone with themselves .. 
So that their rhythm calms down .. so that everyone switches to a calm frequency .. to a spiritual 
frequency .. 
shifted from the frequency of the mind to the frequency of the heart .. 



I demonstrated a similar experiment to my readers .. I somehow gave such a technique .. I called 
it “Technique on a chair” .. I asked my readers .. that each one at home should take and sit on a 
chair in complete darkness and silence and just I would try to sit like this for an hour .. 
So .. when my readers did this .. it was possible to identify two groups of people .. one group of 
people was .. who said that they could not sit out for an hour .. that they start loosing their mind 
and irritation appeared and a bunch of cockroaches in their heads and thoughts .. and it was just 
not possible to sit still .. 
they were people of the mind .. people of society .. whose attention is all connected to society .. 
and when they were left with themselves in silence and darkness .. they began to loose their 
minds .. because their Attention was freed .. and they didn’t know where to place it.. 
And then there was the second group of people .. who sat quietly for an hour .. and nothing 
annoyed them and there were no thoughts .. 
this is a group of people .. spiritual .. who are free from society .. and these people have attention 
on themselves .. and these are not hostages of society .. 
Right now the most is happening in the world to you .. to some creative and conscious people .. 
who are spiritual .. they don’t care at all .. everything is fine! 
But those who are not conscious and live by their minds.. those who are now going crazy.. 
because there is a restructuring going on… to a spiritual frequency.. 
And in general .. people .. humanity did not even notice .. how it will change .. and become 
different .. 
But now there is a specific restructuring of frequencies .. and there will be no more peace of 
mind .. there will be no this frequency of the mind .. there will be only a spiritual frequency .. the 
frequency of the heart .. the frequency of the essence … and not the surface … 
And very soon .. everyone will understand all my videos and books .. everyone will mature … 
and those who do not mature .. they will leave .. 



Chapter 77 
now a gold watch is not an element of devils  
  
And a Buddhist robe — it’s scary who can hide in it 
..I want you to notice another funny paradox .. 
If a person now posts an expensive thing somewhere .. himself with a watch 
expensive .. or publish an expensive car .. or take a picture against the backdrop of a country 
house .. 
then there will be a lot of aggression .. as if a character who is in everything expensive “.. what the 
hell .. 
Although .. how to identify the trait? .. 
the manifestation of devils is just this aggression .. condemnation .. slander .. 
when someone infuriates you .. and you are shaking from someone .. it’s demons raging in you .. 
a bright person .. a pure person .. he has peace and quiet inside him .. harmony and love .. 
accepting everything around .. with understanding.. with awareness.. 
Of course .. when I convey information to people publicly .. and when I analyze some specific 
example .. then I get used to the role .. and the presentations are all condemningly aggressive .. 
but these are all just a way of conveying information .. because this is the only way to get 
through .. and the goal is to get through to you .. sacrificing your reputation and spit on how 
people will then be afraid of me and shy away ..) I have a goal for everyone — .. my goal .. to 
sober people .. beat the crap illusions out of their minds .. dispel the illusions in which you are .. 
Every day you are surrounded by people on the same Internet .. where everyone is trying to 
please you and please you .. and they all intoxicate you .. 



It’s better for me to shout to the whole Internet to all the lazy people that they are lazy and let 
everyone hate me after that and consider me a devil .. 
Than if I was a devil, and I would lisp with you and position how I love you and how perfect and 
fluffy I am … 
So the guys have been confusing you all your life .. and it’s time to unravel it all .. 
Why am I all this.. 
earlier maybe yes .. the devils were in gold and boasted of it .. and such people were always 
condemned .. 
But now these devils have hidden behind the mask of Spiritual teachers .. and are sitting in the 
lotus position .. 
deceiving you .. and quietly using drugs .. 
And on the contrary, now I’m in gold .. Well, what a change in the world))) 
Don’t get confused where is the truth and where is the devil 



Chapter 709 
mind deceives you 
  
What is mind.. 
Mind is the enemy.. 
And he always wants to get out.. 
always wants to understand and evaluate everything .. and fill problems with anything .. he will 
always fit everything to the template .. even if this is not true .. 
Everything that you want to change .. in yourself .. to open yourself .. your soul .. — the mind will 
not allow this .. it will always do so that the mind saves itself .. 
Therefore, if I tell a person .. delete all your music .. because it is bad .. 
Then your mind will tell you .. hey .. well, then leave good music .. this one is good .. kind .. 
And you do it .. although I said to delete all .. 
But you still do it your way .. that is, according to your mind .. that is, your mind has got out again 
… 
But if you do it clearly as I said .. then this is what will shake your mind .. that’s why the mind gets 
out .. 
the mind always saves itself.. 
And when I advise a person something .. go there .. and sit alone on a bench .. without a phone .. 
be yourself… with yourself.. 
Then your mind will writhe like a snake .. to distort it .. because if you do it clearly as I said .. the 
mind will turn off, and your inner self will wake up .. 
And so you take a friend with you to sit on the bench .. 



And you think that nothing is broken .. because I didn’t say that it’s possible or impossible .. 
And so .. your mind again thought of it .. the man again did it in his own way .. according to his 
mind .. 



Chapter 808  
First there was a "word" 
  
.. people are funny … they always say that the main thing is not words but actions .. that words 
are worth nothing .. 
People still say .. that I make money out of thin air .. because .. words are wind .. 
.. then people are indignant, at my words, when I am rude somewhere and swear obscenities .. 
(that is, here words are already important and significant for them) 
That, the state and people are outraged when someone expresses his opinion .. (also funny) 
That is, in some cases, words are nothing for you .. and in some cases, you are ready to turn away 
from a person, for his “just words” .. 
You people are.. 
figure it out for yourself already.. 
I remember one movie .. about an inventor .. who invented wipers .. for cars !! And how he sued 
the Ford company all his life. They claimed that the Inventor did not invent anything! That all 
these little things from which he assembled a janitor for a car .. these little things have already 
been created !! 
And then the Inventor stepped forward and said! That words and letters have already been 
created too!! 
But what about the world authors then! They didn’t come up with anything either! After all, they 
used already invented words and letters !! 
Yes, I did not invent anything either! 
And then often Russian people make comments to me by notorious people .. 



Yes, I also just use words! But!!! Sequence of words!!! Now this is mine!!! Do you understand? 
And then you all distort it as it suits you .. as you like .. 
f*ck you) I’m meticulous! and now you .. like a silly kitten, I poke your by your nose into your own 
puddle .. 



Chapter 46 
someone builds their life on faith .. and someone on complexes 
  
..I noticed that for most people, the foundation of life is built on complexes .. but for me on 
faith .. 
..whose foundation will withstand the entire collapse that is happening and will continue to 
happen in the World?.. 
Ps: that is, many successful people became successful not because of sincerity and faith .. but 
because of their complexes .. 
..they had a complex and resentment at everyone .. so they worked to prove to everyone that 
they are cooler than others .. 
and now all these cowardly notorious people .. thanks to the complexes .. succeeded .. let’s put 
our soul aside .. 
And they didn’t think about the consequences. 
It was easy to become successful at the complexes .. in half a year in a year .. easily .. 
I didn’t have complexes .. and didn’t know .. how can I, like these people .. force myself to want a 
cool car so much and so on .. 
But these notorious .. they value it more than faith and soul! They have toughness in the first 
place.. 
Well, in the end .. I didn’t have such an incentive .. impulse .. of “inferiority complex” .. I plowed on 
one faith for more than 10 years .. 
but! But it’s reliable! Invincible! 
Any apocalypse will survive what is built on faith! 



Chapter 712 
memory | essence | awareness 
  
..you know what kind of people have a bad memory?… 
those who live with the mind and with the heart … 
Those who are superficial people.. and who do not see the essence .. ..who do not see the 
essence .. are not aware of anything … 
How can you remember something .. if you don’t understand the essence .. if you donâ€™t 
realize it .. if you don’t live consciously … 
..a person does not remember those events in which he was not aware .. a person does not 
remember events in which he .. can be said .. was not present! 
When you are not aware .. you are not .. yourself .. your soul is sleeping .. and your body moves 
on the autopilot of your mind .. 
To develop memory .. to remember everything .. to make it easy to read the love text and 
remember everything .. you just need to read this text not with the Mind .. not with the head .. 
but with the heart … 
Realize .. understand the essence … 
Do you understand the point I’m making now? hey? .. what is the essence of this text? The 
essence of the essence? .. and more specifically? … what is it about in this text? 
You are people even when you communicate with each other .. you don’t even feel each other .. 
and you don’t catch the essence .. one says one thing .. the other says the same thing … but you 
understand everything differently .. they carried the same essence .. and you totally understood.. 
but .. you reacted so that you understood everything that you were told .. although he meant 
one thing .. and you understood in your own way .. 



You people are confusing yourself… 
And you yourself complicate everything .. with complex words .. pessimist .. introvert .. 
constructive .. allegory .. metamorphoses .. 
Do you even understand that people are all different, and everyone understands the meaning of 
these words in different ways .. 
And if you asked them again how they understood you, then you would be surprised that when 
they explained how they heard you, they would say something completely different from what 
you wanted to convey .. and that you generally meant everything else .. 
Do you have a bad memory? .. and what was the essence of this chapter? Do you remember the 
reason why you are hovering over this chapter now? How did you stumble upon her? Why now? 
What did you do before this chapter? Do you remember?.. what will you do after this chapter? 
Stop! Here you are now reading it .. and stop the autopilot before you 
do something more! First, say out loud to yourself, what are you going to do next!? 
And once again remember what you did before this chapter. This is awareness. 



Chapter 323  
Spiritual Fanatics 
  
.. it’s funny to be in such a position today .. remembering .. how I used to be, how many people .. 
shouted that spirituality is the main thing .. material is ugh … 
..and I went and developed and moved forward .. and realized that material development is also 
needed .. that this is also you .. and this is also development .. 
..then .. people, spiritual fanatics, many turned away from me .. began to snort .. Like what was it 
that I was a spiritual one and now .. I was tempted .. drowned in the material .. 
But alas .. those spiritual fanatics were wrong .. they ended up in extremes .. and life beats them! 
Life beats spiritual people! They just won’t admit it to you)… 
..these spiritual fanatics .. they were a little bit wrong .. they are right .. that material people are 
terrible! But they forgot to add the word .. — fanatics” .. 
Material fanatics are bad .. because this is also an extreme .. 
The spiritual extreme is when you are an aborigine ..and grin at any clean, wealthy, disciplined 
person .. (although such a clean person and with money can be more spiritual than you) 
And there are material fanatics .. who hate anyone who wants to talk about the meaning of life .. 
and call all such sectarians .. 
Guys.. let’s get it right! 
A spiritual fanatic .. is a person in extremes .. who considers the Rolls Royce a car of thieves .., not 
realizing that such a car can be bought by an honest noble person who is friends with his mind 
and hears his heart! 



A spiritual fanatic .. is someone who is a savage .. who believes that everything is nothing 
it’s impossible, except to be in character and eat one weed .. and condemn everyone who 
doesn’t live like him .. 
A spiritual fanatic, one who is not friends with society, and hides in his comfort zone, but bring 
him to some kind of party, so he won’t even find a common language with anyone .. 
and what the hell is he after that spiritual .. 
A material fanatic .. is someone who lives by the mind so much that he doesn’t feel anything .. 
lives by trends, brands, fashion, evaluates everyone by the cover, and if I don’t dress up for him .. 
and if the authorities don’t whisper a word to him for me .. then 
this material fanatic .. will not even pay attention to me .. and will continue to look at everything 
through the template .. with his nose up .. 
And such a person considers himself cool and successful, but cannot take and sit on the asphalt 
with me if I suddenly ask him .. 
So .. the system .. God .. this whole world .. does not like extremes .. 
and it turns out both a super spiritual fanatic and a super material fanatic. 
And that and that is bad! Mid is good! When you live with your heart, but at the same time do 
not forget to keep up with the times and be modern! 



Chapter 699  
Temptation and Signs 
  
..it’s funny I notice such a picture in my life … 
.. when a long time ago 10 years ago .. if a person met me .. 
then a couple of days later .. some events and situations happened to him .. where his friends or 
relatives .. set this person against me .. 
Just out of the blue.. 
And it had nothing to do with my books at all. 
.. I just noticed .. that it’s as if I appear in a person’s life .. and then, it’s as if the devils are 
immediately tempting him .. taken away from me .. 
And they look .. whether he will turn his back on me or not .. 
And someone was led to the pranks of devils .. and the person turned away from me .. 
and someone was not kept up .. and sincerely told me directly ..: Sasha .. strange 
happening.. 
A bunch of signs and people and everything and everyone is against you .. 
I ask from .. what is it, explain, but they cannot explain .. but everything is right against you .. 
And then a man says to me: Sasha .. but it’s strange .. you tell me not to smoke with friends .. but 
listen to your parents and return to creativity .. and you’re not doing anything wrong .. 
and all those people and friends .. went mad and everyone pours shit on you .. 
why is that.. 
Years passed .. and I noticed that it’s really so .. that there is some kind of force .. that does this: 
Here you are a bad person with vices .. what a hooligan .. in a bad company and so on .. and 
suddenly an emergency happened .. and you went into yourself .. thought about the meaning of 



life .. you find and read my books .. and everything seems to be cool .. your heart wakes up .. 
order is put in your head .. you understand everything that happened to you in life .. and so on .. 
and you are grateful to me as an author .. write reviews with tears .. 
But! Then bam! And after a while, you and someone touched on the topic of me .. and they tell 
you, do you know the King? And you are, well, yes there is such a .. 
and they ask you: what do you say? .. 
and you: well, so .. somehow stumbled upon him before .. even at his lectures was .. 
And you are asked .. and how? 
can you imagine? .. a person who is toned in tears of snot, stabbing me with thanks, then 
becomes so .. 
And this is with every second person .. 
do you know why?.. do you know who did this to him?.. do you know what it is?.. 
it’s a temptation.. 
and the most interesting .. that angels and demons .. spiritual and material … all this is God .. 
And the closer I get to him .. the better I see him … 
And he makes it so… that when you ask for help… he gives you me… 
but then the next day.. he can tempt you and provoke you… play on your selfishness and make 
you turn away from me.. 
and he does this and that … and waits for your right choice … 
and so all my life … every day .. choice .. you have a choice … and something from an angel .. 
and something from a demon … but all this is the left and right hand of God .. 
And he tempts .. and will tempt .. but he does it .. hoping .. that .. that at some point you will not 
be led to temptation … 
..now there are a lot of sophisticated people ..on their own mind … who consider themselves 
smarter than you ..smarter than me .. smarter than God .. Ay yay .. 
And he does as .. tempts .. then beats .. after the blow you come to me again .. but as soon as you 
decide to choose me and there again under your nose temptation and provocation … 



 

Chapter 2359 
How to turn on the heart 
  
Very often, strangers, those who have not read my books .. often argue with me .. and do not 
understand .. how so .. 
what he (the person) himself sincerely decided and wanted to do .. may not be true! 
And it’s not his decision! And not his thoughts! 
And I often make this remark to people .. 
saying: people imposed this on you .. this choice was not made by the heart .. but by the mind .. 
And that this is a trap .. do not do this .. this is a mistake … 
But the person does not listen to me .. does .. gets burned .. and comes running to me .. 
I’ll try to explain.. Here you goes mind 
And there is heart 
That is, someone is listening to mind or heart 
If you are a resident with your heart .. then you are always right .. and all your ideas are true .. and 
people who are attracted to you .. and In general, you have a Destiny and you are happy .. and 
everything is like in a movie! 
And this is how I live! But in order to live like this, one must have an open heart!! For the mind to 
be turned off! 
So, in order for my heart to work .. I overlaid the whole apartment with all the holy things .. 
because they turn on the heart and turn off the mind! 



That’s why people stand in queues to the holy relics … because once they, like you .. closed .. 
listened to their mind .. and eventually lost everything and themselves, etc. … 
And if you get irradiated with all the saints .. then you get sober .. you get out of the dope of the 
mind !! 
Do you understand? … and it turns out .. if you claim that your study and the person, that is, the 
environment .. this is all your desire! And that it’s all right! 
This can be easily verified .. because if a person surrounds himself with all the saints and turns on 
his heart .. then everything that is around is not good .. all this will immediately collapse and 
disappear .. otherwise what is in the heart .. will begin to be attracted .. and you will begin to see 
what he wants 
a heart .. 
Understand?.. 



Chapter 2520 
let's go for a walk? Good weather) 
  
today May 02, 2020 outside the window in St. Petersburg 17 degrees Celsius. I sit at home, I work. 
And someone ran out for a walk. Those “someone” ..then they will ask me .. Sasha .. where do you 
get so much money and so much everything .. And they will complain that they have no work, 
no money, debts, loans, etc. I have a question: why the hell are those who have so many tails 
walking now? Here, as I understand it, one such sucker did not do the job, and I don’t boldly 
walk) and everyone around, as I understand it, was ahead of me, I’m probably so backward .. you 
have no business and everything in life is included .. but I see .. has not yet deserved such a 
walk .. I wish you a good walk there on the street! And I’ll work like a sucker .. yes, without 
vitamin “D .. yes I will be 
pale .. and tired .. Time will tell) have a nice weekend) 
..I was afraid to go to someone’s birthday .. go somewhere to rest .. I was afraid that “they” would 
punish me.. 
For I did not see the point in the trip .. what will it give in development .. 
Then I realized how it is possible .. it is possible to agree with “them” .. then you can go on a trip 
somewhere .. if the trip will not only consist of entertainment … 
And I also realized .. what is important, just don’t forget about “them” not for a second .. and then 
everything is OK .. then you can even go to a holiday .. if this holiday does not cloud me .. and I 
will continue to be sober .. awareness .. and I will give an account .. that I am .. there are “they” 
and there are people around me who surround me at this event .. 
and the main thing is not to forget for a second that there is “they are” .. or “he” .. up there .. this is 
awareness .. then there will be no emergency .. 



And I will add .. we are all different in that .. who has what values .. priorities and values 
distinguish us from each other .. 
I don’t understand why masses of people spend so much time and attention on food and sports 
and lick their bodies .. while remaining lost, unhappy, blindly living, and at any moment their life 
path will end, no matter how long they weren’t healthy. 
I do not spare my health .. but I am happy! and I have already seen and experienced so much .. 
how many people in 10 lives will not know .. and I will still survive everyone … 
where is the logic? What’s wrong with you bots? Wake up! Live! 



 

Chapter 411 
disagree with me.. 
  
.. thanks to everyone who reads me .. 
.. if somewhere I seemed rude and harsh to you .. it’s so necessary .. 
..at this point, think about it.. why did it hurt you.. 
..why did it anger you? .. or scared you? .. 
..think about it .. why there are those who do not react like you .. why there are those readers 
who are not offended by my foolishness? .. maybe because those readers .. are more pure .. and 
nothing will hurt them ?.. 
Also .. if there is some statement of mine with which you do not agree .. you do not need to leave 
this situation at the level of your emotional indignation .. .. pay attention .. think about it .. 
because if you do not agree with something .. from what I say .. that is what distinguishes me 
from you .. 
This is what we are different .. this is how we differ from each other .. 
It is not necessary to search in my information only subject to your views …!! 
.. better pay attention to what you disagree with .. and try to understand .. why this does not 
coincide with Valya’s ideology .. and give a chance to think .. what if my version is so .. which 
outraged you .. maybe this version is better than yours. 
Something that is not clear and outrageous .. — do not reject it .. but on the contrary .. try to 
understand it !! This is development! 
And it’s somehow not logical .. people read me who say that they strive for awareness .. and live 
in self-development .. 



but if you look from the side .. what do I see .. 
Everyone is looking for confirmation of their usual views on the world.. 
.. those chapters of mine are different for you .. which you already know .. 
And what is contradictory for you from my chapters .. you just skip out .. 
It should be the other way around! 
Try to understand not what is clear .. but what you do not understand! The fact that on the 
contrary is categorically not appropriate for you .. from my statements .. 



Chapter 2346 
The first manifestation of awareness 
  
People often ask me how I came to this .. when it all started .. when and how I realized .. what I 
am .. 
let’s go in order .. from the fact what is the first to come to my mind: 
Well, in kindergarten, at the age of 5, I stood at the wall, the teacher came up and asked why I 
didn’t play with children .. 
I said they are dumb 
She asked why I think so .. And I say .. well, look at them .. 
And so we look and the children run around yelling, pushing and the boy throws the boy on the 
floor and sits on his face with his ass 
The teacher neighed and said that she understood me. 
Then, at the age of 12, I went to the mirror at home in the bathroom .. and looked at myself .. and 
thought .. what am I .. 
and life is like a movie .. and I mean the main character .. 
And that means people and parents and everyone around me .. this is extras .. 
But .. then I thought .. but what about My friend Maxim .. is he also an extra? .. and I begin to 
understand .. what is not … he has his own world .. and he is the main character in it … and in 
his life I’m an extra… 
And then I just soberly saw everyone and everything .. how everyone thinks .. what they feel and 
how everything is within … 



And then … at the age of 17 or at the age of 18 .. I was listening to a track at night .. and went 
into an unusual state when I closed my eyes .. and got somewhere .. and they already told me 
there .. that my parents and people all all around me.. it’s just circumstances.. 
and that I came here not to live, but to work .. 
etc.. 
Then there was a period from 18 to 21 years old .. 
when “I heard their voice” .. 
And people came up to me in the same way .. a person on the street could just come up and say, 
let’s say today: well, why did you write this chapter? And why didn’t he publish it?.. huh? We told 
you that everyone is waiting for information from you! 
And then there was a period when I closed myself from all this .. I just forgot all this .. but this is 
all so necessary and this is also Development .. I just say this, I had to live my mind and know 
society .. 
And then three years ago I returned to all this .. and every day in this mysticism .. a fairy tale .. and 
I tell very few people about it .. who rules everything up there .. and what sacred secrets I know .. 
People then need another infa .. everyone has worries .. survive .. and prove something to 
themselves and people .. who has a job and a better car .. 
no one is up to it..to study astronomy..history..artifacts..( 



 

Chapter 803 
The path to harmony is not only through spirituality,  
but also through the material ... 
  
..often people say that they don’t really need anything so materially serious in life .. just calmness 
and harmony are enough .. and that they don’t need anything else .. 
Hmm .. when I hear this .. and I naturally begin to delve into the essence .. I understand .. that if a 
person wants harmony and tranquility .. 
..that means there is something in life that prevents him from doing this .. something worries this 
person .. 
And it turns out my first question to such a person: 
and what then deprives you of harmony and tranquility now? .. if you want it, then you don’t 
have it now, and if you don’t have it, then something prevents it from being .. 
And this is quite possible: personal life, financial difficulties, etc. 
Then I have a second question.. 
if you want harmony and tranquility.. 
what will give you this harmony and peace? .. 
fully possible: your own housing, money, bench, hobbies 
And this is what we come to the conclusion .. that people who say so beautifully that they do not 
need any material things .. and that the main thing for them is harmony and tranquility .. then it 
turns out that only thanks to material peace, you can come to spiritual inner peace) 



Of course, there are many buts, but now I’m talking about ordinary ordinary people .. without 
any esotericism there. 
After all, this is the meaning of life .. this labyrinth .. this development .. the school in which we 
are .. 
If you want to be yourself and live with your heart .. and be in harmony .. how will you be in such 
a zen when your zen is violated today .. your life in which you live .. 
to allow yourself to be in harmony .. you need to be friends with the material world .. and identify 
.. what material situations and things violate your harmony .. and remove these things and 
situations .. 
and then you need to identify what energizes you .. what are the conditions of life and the rink of 
things .. and surround yourself with this .. and then your harmony will be and it will be constant .. 
The path to harmony is not only through spirituality, but also through the material … 
But there are a lot of very unaware people .. who throw beautiful words .. contradicting 
themselves .. leading people by the nose .. 
Well damn, how beautiful 
All this material is not important to me (said the man with his nose up) .. and declares .. that he 
only needs harmony .. and calmness .. 
When damn it, his request just means .. that material things are needed .. because this will give 
him harmony .. 
This reminds me of a certain group of girls .. who say that money is not the main thing for them, 
and that they don’t choose men according to this principle, and that they don’t need anything at 
all .. but!) At the same time, they donâ€™t communicate with ordinary guys , but they choose 
only charged ones) and yes, they still cunningly justify that they didn’t sit for anything, they 
didn’t want anything, everything that they were presented with) 
You can write a whole book about female cat manipulation .. about their hidden intentions, 
which they will never tell .. 



Chapter 367  
There is no meaning in life 
  
..for a week already the third acquaintance, tells me that he has lost the meaning in life, and that 
once, when there was a goal, everything was super .. and now the state of loss and 
meaninglessness ..and emptiness .. 
So it is .. when a person has a goal .. he is happy .. his attention is directed somewhere and he 
goes to the goal .. and as long as there is this goal .. a person lives .. 
But as soon as a person reaches the goal .. that’s all .. you need to take on a new goal! Set a new 
goal! 
The goal is very important! If now I didn’t have a goal, I would just die .. because when there is no 
goal, then what’s the point then just to live then? The point is to work if there is no goal .. the 
point is to study .. if there is no goal .. 
The goal is the most important! You need to set a goal and go for it!! When you have a goal .. and 
you live for this goal .. then everything else goes by the wayside! And when everything goes by 
the wayside, then you become more indulgent to everything .. and to everything with humility .. 
because you do not want nothing to be distracted and you have a goal .. 
And those who doesn’t have a goal .. those people are irritated .. because they have a lot of 
energy (attention) .. and they don’t know where to put themselves .. and get to the bottom of 
everything and everyone .. 
When you have a goal .. it is the same as in love .. when you are in love .. you don’t care about 
rain or sun .. virus or not .. you live alone or with relatives .. ! Nothing annoys you .. because 
everything goes by the wayside .. 
it’s when you live the goal.. live the dream… strive for it.. 



And also .. a person loses the meaning in life .. when he acquires everything stable and 
constant .. 
stability and comfort zone and constancy is bad.. it all leads to groundhog day.. everything 
becomes monotonous.. 
And you become a zombie .. a robot .. 
It’s the same as buying an aquarium and not putting oxygen rods in there and not cleaning it .. 
imagine how it blooms and dies .. the same with people .. 
In general, there are three main elements: work, place of residence, relationships 
These three elements .. if you do not clean and revive like an aquarium .. then everything will die 
out .. 
A person always comes to life when his relationship breaks down or when he builds new 
relationships.. 
a person comes to life when he moves to another city .. 
a person comes to life when he quits or takes on a new job .. 
But .. over time, he gets used to everything again .. and everything becomes like Groundhog Day 
.. and when it goes to the red scale .. then the system .. destroys something in you .. so that you 
sober up .. 
Even though you brought yourself to this!! People are greedy to get used to something and 
that’s all .. 
and it is necessary to try out everything new every day !! 
You can have relationships and work and housing, and all this will not need to be changed or 
taken away from you .. if you voluntarily live yourself !! Meet new people!! Strive for a new 
location of residence! Take new steps and experiments in your relationships!! 
Stop living: work — home -work .. and endure the one who is sitting on your neck .. 
This is how the second lives .. do not be afraid to take risks! Imagine that the end of the world is 
coming soon! What haven’t you tried yet? Learn to play the piano, buy a penguin, go rock 
climbing, learn a new specialty! Work with sailors on the ship! Go running on a farm! Become an 
archaeologist! How long can you live like all zombie people!?.. 
Set a goal! Don’t be afraid to make mistakes! Nothing to lose! Stop sitting in one place! Each of 
you can start a new life from scratch right now! 



Chapter 424  
Fall in love 
  
Love is a terrible drug .. You lose control so much .. that you can do so many wrong things 
When you get into this dope .. you don’t care about everything .. there are no borders .. spit on 
everyone around .. don’t care about all your goals and plans .. 
in the “effect of love” you can easily lose everything and be left without everything on the street .. 
And you will also lose such love .. it is such a strong blow .. that it simply does not happen 
stronger .. 
Dangerously! 
But despite all this .. there are such sensitive .. dreamers .. believers in fairy tales and love .. who 
still fit into this love .. 
because when you tried it once at least once .. then you can’t forget it anymore .. 
Yes, love is over .. you live and take care of everyday life … but you already know what love is and 
when it is not there .. you feel this emptiness .. 
of course you are distracted from this feeling .. you are distracted from yourself .. you are 
distracted by business for friends for life .. but at some moments it covers .. what this love 
wants .. 
The most interesting thing .. that you can even build a relationship .. and then .. being in a 
relationship .. you can be overwhelmed .. the feeling .. that you want love .. and the realization 
that .. that you are in a relationship already .. but where is this true love then?.. ahaha.. 
This is a common occurrence in people.. 
In general, falling in love for real and loving .. this is not given to everyone .. only to those who 
have a heart .. 



and to whom it is given .. then he can fall in love .. at any moment .. unexpectedly .. It will cover it 
like that .. you won’t confuse it with anything .. everything becomes so bright around .. and you 
seem to be returning to Childhood .. and you feel like a defenseless child .. confused .. and 
everything is so awkward .. 
There are different reactions to this love in people .. 
some people .. still fit into it and get high .. even if it is unanswered or temporary .. 
and how would .. it’s cool .. but it turns everything upside down .. for creative people it’s all very 
useful .. then you can write something like that .. and at the moment of love .. and at the 
moment of pain .. 
And there are those who grow up .. become conservative .. those who are mired in everyday 
life .. and are no longer up to love “.. and such people also have a heart and Love covers them .. 
but they immediately stop it .. because .. not up to this is already .. work .. deeds .. a lot of 
responsibility .. and this dope of love is no longer up to it .. 
Imagine if I hadn’t stopped it .. my social networks, Books would have been deleted a hundred 
times, and I would have disappeared, then appeared .. and would have been out of my mind .. 
although I’m always not myself .. haha .. 
So, who has nothing to risk .. do not be afraid to fall in love .. let it overwhelm you to the fullest .. 
and come what may .. 
And I’m all about true love .. otherwise in the world of people .. everyone has a different 
understanding of love .. I’m talking about love .. Which is not the mind .. when you may not even 
know what kind of person it is .. and still don’t give a damn who he is and how old is he .. and is 
he in a relationship .. when he fell in love, he doesn’t care at all) 
PS: The main thing is not to break the law and not be left in your underpants without everything 



Chapter 2160 
In pursuit of a beautiful picture | Instagram is the antichrist 
  
When I lived in States, attention to me increased dramatically .. all sorts of public people, 
presenters, bloggers, actors, etc. began to write to me .. 
Everyone was reaching out .. and everything to live from the Internet cover .. from photos and 
stories in insta .. where I lived .. and so on .. 
..my books were of secondary importance for them .. 
Why so? .. there is nothing wrong with that .. people all strive for a high level .. and everyone 
plays catch-up and competition .. and is drawn to what is cooler .. 
But the paradox is different! At that stage, when I lived in the states .. I earned 4 times less .. than 
now .. 
But no one will look into the wallet. 
And when I am now in my native great St. Petersburg .. no one reaches out to me .. everyone’s 
interest has disappeared drastically ..) although there are more books, there is more money, I 
have become, as it were, “cooler” by their standards .. 
Why am I doing this! I’m just giving an example on myself to get through to you .. it’s not about 
me .. 
but about the fact that people are stupid .. they are drawn to fancy people .. being led to the 
cover .. they are drawn as an example to a bad person .. who is all in debt in fraud .. and everyone 
is drawn to him .. because he bought old Bentley with his last money .. and is photographed in a 
friend’s apartment .. Like a luxury .. 
that is, everyone is drawn to the picture .. subconsciously thinking that they are drawn to a 
successful person .. although he is a beggar with this Bentley .. 



And I .. can take a picture in a communal apartment or some dumb apartment .. and sit in an 
inflatable boat sealed for 10 thousand rubles .. and fish and eat crackers .. 
and that’s it .. people have no interest in me .. Sasha is not in New York .. 
but the fact that this is my lake, where I am in the boat .. and that that apartment is one of 10 of 
mine .. it doesn’t matter to anyone .. 
because everyone needs a beautiful cover .. everyone cares who thinks about whom .. 
.. everyone has this feeling of incompleteness and complexes .. 
And it turns out that the whole world worships and admires false idols .. people believe in a 
beautiful cover .. 
And it turns out that people have it so much on the subconscious as an instinct .. 
That even if I take a picture in a boat with oars and write that I have my own boat production .. it 
will be less hooky .. and attract .. than if I take a picture on a rented yacht and I will shout that it is 
not mine .. but I will take pictures of everything on it .. then everyone will be drawn to me .. 
People react with instinct .. in general, the feeling and mood for a person is formed from a visual 
picture .. even if they tell you in person it’s fake .. you don’t hear .. you drool over a beautiful 
picture .. 
advertisers and marketers have been using this for several decades … when they shoot some 
kind of product and in this commercial they show a happy family and a baby .. all grannies 
immediately have such Heat from advertising and everyone ran to the pharmacy .. because 
already inside the granny a positive reaction has been preserved. the picture is beautiful — the 
product. 
And here is Instagram.. there he is your fu*ing antichrist.. 
chasing a picture .. people are even eager to travel not to travel .. in order to further show 
everyone who has a cool picture .. 
People choose their housing not what they like and according to the money .. but what will give 
a beautiful picture .. 
Guys.. where are you going.. 
of course this does not concern my readers .. but left outsiders who stumble upon this chapter .. 
think about it .. wake up .. Stop being fooled by the bright cover .. look how it looks from the 
outside .. 
How everyone is throwing dust in your eyes .. and you are like donkeys .. 
Only confident full-fledged people .. they can’t post a photo from the ghetto in a bastard .. but 
those who are in pursuit of a bright life .. they take a photo for insta for an hour excuses- 
waving .. what is it like work .. people need .. and so on .. 
Enough to bend under the people what they need there .. then they will remain so 
herd!! 
F*ck filmmakers! Stop making stupid shows!! Grab that fanciful humor!!! What are you afraid that 
you will not have views if everything is Smart? .. 
you should give intellectual and high-quality to the masses .. and not bend under the people 
and all go to tik tok .. 
I’d rather shoot myself than dance on tik tok .. I’m still a Petersburger! It’s low .. like everything for 
the sake of money and for the sake of chasing success .. 
everyone is so degraded.. 



Chapter 909  
Defense Mechanism.. 
  
in the movie “good will hunting” .. there the professor and psychologists are discussing this boy 
of genius .. that he has a defense mechanism .. that before people betray him, before that he cuts 
off contact with them .. he doesn’t let anyone in .. what is this protection mechanism .. 
Because he was abandoned .. thrown .. betrayed .. and he has been alone for 20 years .. And yes, I 
agree with this .. that this is a defense mechanism .. 
Look .. I was born .. still small .. I haven’t done anything yet .. and already everyone suspects me .. 
You don’t even know yet how it is to cunning or lying .. and they already consider you like that .. 
Then at school the teachers suspected .. suddenly I was doing something wrong there .. 
suddenly I was smoking in the toilet .. 
Either relatives .. then the fact that I stole the money .. and then they apologized and it turned 
out that it was not me .. 
then I pierced the documents .. but it turned out that it was the traffic cops who pierced the right 
and not me little .. 
Then when I liked the girl .. her girlfriends immediately told her that I was bad .. yes, what am I 
bad about, I’m still little .. 
Everywhere the whole world automatically makes you guilty .. condemns you for everything .. 
suspects .. 
One negative .. some suspicions and condemnations .. you invite someone to meet .. so they will 
condemn the same … immediately the reaction is that I have a dark plan .. 
I was born in some kind of sick population .. it’s sad .. 
It is sad that in you .. in people .. in you .. in you the reader .. no one believes .. 



if you calculate the percentage message how much for your whole life .. they looked at you with 
a braid and suspected or thought badly about you .. so this is 99% percent.. 
From childhood, a person is taught that he is nobody .. that he is a loser and that nothing will 
work out for him and that everything is wrong with him .. the haircut is not the same .. the name 
is not right .. he was born in the wrong family .. the city is not the same .. hair counting is not 
right .. physique is not right .. profession is not right .. 
People to this day outsiders .. make faces when I tell what I do and how I live .. 
although it’s me who should make a face. .. then how these people who condemn .. how they 
live .. Some kind of vicious circle .. 
You know.. I’ve been defending and fighting this all my conscious life.. and really.. my actions and 
behavior.. it’s a defensive reaction.. 
So much evil and aggression .. when I just wrote from the heart from the heart of the chapter .. 
and some women over 50 wrote that I was a jerk and what could I know .. 
Many wrote that I am a scammer .. but in what .. they still can’t explain .. 
and of course .. I decided to get ahead of their pressure on me .. and began to be very impudent 
and vile in books and videos .. so that these people could no longer blurt anything at me .. 
And now I will also make a protective mechanism: 
Yes, I’m a jerk! I have no education! I don’t sleep much, I don’t look good, I eat a lot of pizza.. I can 
drink whiskey.. I’m lonely.. and I cry a lot.. so I’m crazy.. 
but I live how I want .. yes there are people who are more successful and richer and cooler .. ok 
I’m shit .. 
but I live with my heart .. and I believe in a fairy tale .. and I have a meaning in life .. this is my 
Wealth .. I think that the main thing is not to be empty .. prove that I am empty .. And everything 
material .. Okay .. condemn.. call it whatever you like .. I’m strange, I’m not strange .. 
it’s up to you.. 
And who are you?.. condemn yourself? Although you are just as condemned as you are everyone 
and it’s all such a vicious circle of hell .. 



Chapter 275  
Bloggers make you dumb 
  
Attention is all .. and here are examples for you: I am currently searching for artifacts, a mineral 
deposit and all sorts of antiquities there .. 
Am I looking for this to get rich? No 
..for the purpose of self-assertion? No 
..the goal is one .. to draw world attention to the territory of Russia. That the territory of Russia is 
interesting .. and that life originated from here .. 
I’m talking about Russia as a territory .. and not as a state” .. 
and the task, again, is to attract attention by turning historical reports upside down! 
Let’s move on .. I write chapters .. again .. yes, someone liked some chapter .. but the point is 
again ..? 
Sometimes they write nasty things in the comments .. why? .. again .. to attract attention .. 
Everything is built for attention. 
There is such a Word “star” .. now we will talk about popular people who are called stars .. 
Yes, any housewife will say that public people are called stars because they are taller than people 
.. well, that is, out of reach .. and so on .. 
this is all clear .. but something else is interesting .. the people are following the stars .. again, 
mass control .. 
any public person .. the masses are driven through him .. 



Even this collapse with the virus .. it is still connected with attention .. attention tends to become 
attached to the comfort zone .. and now people have been deprived of their habitual .. and 
attention has been freed .. someone quickly occupied it with something .. drowned out .. and 
someone was left with free attention .. 
yes .. me .. my peculiarity and success .. it’s all thanks to my attention .. and attentiveness .. 
To control attention means to control yourself .. your life .. 
Internet and movies and shows.. it’s all supported and sponsored because people’s attention is 
there.. 
In general, society is scared .. the authorities are scared .. if suddenly people’s attention is not 
busy with something .. 
Everyone wants something to do.. 
This is the same as there is a huge world .. and they tell you .. turn away and look into the corner 
of the Room .. 
here are blind “people .. those who sleep” are not conscious .. these are those who look at the 
wall .. 
But it’s funny .. how it crashes where .. so immediately a person is distracted from the wall .. and 
turns around .. and behind him the whole world .. and behind him I .. 
While a person is standing in the corner and looking at the wall, he does not see my book and 
me .. 
All entertainment bloggers.. this is the corner. A wall .. so that you look into it and see nothing 
else .. 
But if you only stare at one wall for a long time .. I will clap my hands and the Earth will shake .. to 
attract .. or rather .. to release general attention .. 



Chapter 7401  
Languorous 
  
..well hello man. You and everyone who has ever crossed with me for this life.. is someone who is 
different from all other people.. 
..let’s say ..you stumbled upon me at a turning point in your life.. it could have been 10 years 
ago .. maybe just recently.. 
Only when a person is in the “corridor” .. can perceive me .. see me .. hear me .. and perceive my 
information .. 
But everything is cyclical .. someone stumbled upon me 5 years ago .. when his little world 
collapsed .. life .. society .. stopped stealing attention .. and you are so .. in yourself .. and you look 
at everything from the side .. 
I call this state “corridor”. 
But .. after a month or a year .. you .. again become clouded like all people .. plunge into the 
routine of everyday life .. you close” .. you become unconscious .. you go into society .. and then .. 
yes, you can even you remember me.. but it’s as if I don’t steal your attention .. as if I and my 
Books are just in the background .. but your attention is not focused .. it doesn’t pull .. there is not 
enough power .. 
But .. then something happens in your life .. some kind of emergency .. something collapses .. or 
just a natural cycle occurs .. Which strengthens your attention and it ceases to be satisfied with 
what … what you live .. and you come back to me again .. to my books .. to my music .. to this 
frequency .. to this rhythm .. to this world .. to this state of “corridor” .. 
This chapter .. this is such a message to you for the future .. that when you again get into the 
“corridor” .. you get to me .. then hold on to it .. don’t let society cloud you .. 
in the first place always .. it’s the inner world! What you feel is waking up inside you now .. now .. 
feel .. 



Chapter 7712  
Where did it all come from 
  
..I need to have time to write the book “Alternative History”.. 
..there is a path” ..to be walked..to see.. 
this is such a paradox .. that not all people understand .. 
..you can’t take and say in words how the world and man works .. you can’t take and say what 
consciousness or love is .. just in two words .. 
You need to go through a long difficult path to come to the realization of this .. not just to 
understand .. but to realize .. 
and it turns out that I am now in such a position .. that I can not give new information .. if a 
person has not gone through a huge long way to this .. 
and this huge long way.. this is the book “Alternative History”.. only when a person reads this all .. 
when a person is imbued with all this .. in the right sequence .. only then can I continue to give 
new information .. 
All these years .. all these materials for more than 10 years .. this is all I fail 
people .. I’m just leading .. to what I want to say .. I myself have walked and am going through 
this path .. this “language of circumstances” leads me .. and in the same language .. I 
communicate with people .. 
and Thank you to those who follow me.. don’t miss this chance.. this opportunity.. ..all the 
following information will be empty and meaningless..if you are not aware of “Alternative 
History”.. 



.. it’s not just my personal told about who I am and where I got the information from .. ..it’s a story 
that will cross out the entire world history that is now in the textbooks. It will cross out all 
teachings.. all sciences.. 
.. this is what will happen .. and what is inevitable .. this is the truth .. who are you .. who am I .. 
and where is everything around and what is it all for .. 



 

Chapter 0123  
A Blank Slate 
  
..I feel how your human mind got used to me .. more precisely .. your mind gave a signal ..that 
you backtracked everything ..and you understood me .. it’s time to stop it all .. 
.. as I already wrote in books .. that you don’t see me on the cover and don’t try to understand me 
.. that it’s not me .. 
.. cover .. all this tinsel .. it’s all zilch .. once and everything is there .. once and there is nothing .. 
..it’s time for me to change the location of residence .. and the environment and everything .. 
even erase or delete all social networks .. 
.. what a cool breath of oxygen for yourself and for you .. when everything is from scratch .. 
.. and the human mind loves to vulgarize everything .. get used to everything .. 
I’ll start with instagram.. now there are 5 thousand photos .. and another million subscribers .. 
and it all looks so disgusting .. as if I’m some kind of guy from the village .. who is a victim of 
Instagram and advertises socks with pads.. 
.. f*ck it all) I give the go-ahead to my assistant to delete everything .. 
It is necessary to destroy everything familiar .. over time. .. each of you .. is overgrown with this 
comfort zone and everything familiar and constant .. you and I need to stop it all somehow .. I do 
it cyclically and those who have known about me for a long time .. have witnessed this .. 
..of course after such a go-ahead ..my team will panic .. what .. why .. why .. how so .. how about 
all this .. 
am i a blogger? Am I a beggar? Am I addicted to such trifles?) .. I always had completely different 
goals .. to develop .. and write Books .. this is what I do .. this is my task .. 
.. and everything else .. must be broken .. remove all these “interferences” .. 
..and here is my task .. to write .. what I am writing now .. and to sober up with this .. you! I was 
given to you by fate only for one thing, so that you do not drown in dope like the whole society .. 
otherwise this society .. obliquely squinting already .. they will mow everyone .. under the root .. 
only sober .. conscious .. our future .. mine the future.. your future! Amen 



Chapter 2080  
People Are Lost 
  
..people start to get confused… stating that they are in spiritual development.. but in reality they 
are on the “lost” frequency.. 
For comparison, I will list the elements from the Human World .. that are lost .. and I will also list 
the elements from the Spirit People World .. 
A lost person .. this one who had a turning point in his life .. and he was lost “ .. does not know 
what to do .. where to go today .. and starts to get into all sorts of human design .. theta-healing 
and other various wind practices.. ..begins to read mass market literature .. and gets out of his 
old society .. into another society .. only he is supposedly “spiritual” .. 
.. like-minded people immediately appear there .. who have already communicated with spiritual 
“pop phrases”.. everyone shares their contacts .. Spiritual teachers .. all in a crowd .. memorized all 
these books of methodology .. then those who are more devilish .. start themselves become 
teachers. 
How to identify and understand that a person is not spiritual but a “lost” .. 
the lost ones are all the same .. as in society .. society is when you are like everyone else .. and not 
an individual person .. 
And now every boy and girl .. says that he is some kind of manifestor .. 
.. that he has his own astrologer there .. that he does theta-healing and constellations there .. 
And when you look at these people .. you understand .. that recently these people were let out 
and tempted .. and squandered themselves in society .. and you see that these are lost people .. 
and now these lost people have been carried into spirituality. .. but there is not a drop of 
awareness and spirituality in them .. these are the same vicious people .. with their fears and 
stupidities .. 
And now about the real Spiritual… — the first thing you need to know.. it is individual.. 
personal.. and information and spirituality is scooped up individually.. when you are alone with 
yourself.. and not when you make a cult and image out of it life.. like a clown.. 



A spiritual person differs from lost people in that .. that a spiritual person speaks simply about 
philosophical things .. not taken from anywhere .. but speaks his personal thoughts about the 
meaning of life .. when you are near a spiritual person .. you can talk to him about why .. why 
does Vasya always have troubles in life .. for the third time in a month .. 
after all, there is John out there .. he is always lucky .. what is it connected with? .. maybe Jane is 
doing something wrong? .. or is it his Fate .. 
Spiritual person .. you can talk with him about .. how you feel today .. and how it differs from how 
you felt yesterday .. 
But the lost ones”… those who are pseudo-spiritual.. they are empty inside.. they cannot talk 
about deep things.” 
And the spiritual one differs from the lost one in that he is most often alone with himself .. he 
does not like crowds and being in big companies .. And the lost one .. he is the lost one .. fits into 
any fornication every day. . 
Dear losers.. you are lost. And your Mercury will not help with constellations .. 
.. go to the temple .. sit alone at home for a week without an Internet .. taking a notebook with a 
pen .. and communicate with yourself .. if at least something yours remains inside you. 
Amen 



Chapter 1208  
Buddha 
  
..now I was talking with the Buddha .. 
..he comes to me for the second time .. 
..and now he came very interesting .. through the statue .. 
That is, the meaning of the principle of the statue lies in the fact that through them it was 
possible to communicate with the one who is depicted … 
This is why statues were made at all times .. various gods .. 
That is.. this “attention” .. can enter into this “statue” form.. 
It turns out that when we see in life and in films .. how Buddhists pray to you in front of statues .. 
people in the hope .. that they will be heard .. 
But this is rare .. for a deity to appear through a statue .. 
and the Buddha said that he came to me … 
..and it turned out like this .. that I’m lying .. and from behind I feel that someone has appeared .. 
someone is looking at me .. 
and I look around .. and there is this statue .. although it has always been empty .. but here it is 
not empty .. there is someone in it .. and I started talking to him .. 
.. for the first time .. in 2013 .. Buddha showed me a lot of things .. how he became like that .. and 
how people connected to him .. how there was a time .. that it was hard for everyone .. and the 
state turned to Buddha and so he bent his frequency .. where there are no troubles and 
problems .. 
he showed me the principle .. how to create your world “frequency” and connect people to it .. 
And as usual .. all these phenomena .. everything is spinning around me .. but one thing is nice .. 
that you can safely talk about it all .. and that it will not be funny to anyone .. 



Chapter 2408 
Why not you? 
  
  Why me? .. you see .. it is accepted in society .. that everyone is compared with something .. and 
everyone is already adjusting to something .. this is how a person's mind works .. 
..people are not ready for anything new at all .. you have to cook for a long time .. so that a 
person matures and perceives something correctly .. 
And like.. here I am.. why am I.. 
I will give an example on a primitive household .. I wrote a book back in 2006 .. published it on 
the Internet .. 
And people are like: what kind of writer are you? .. a writer is an adult should be .. and how, well, 
how can you be a writer Sasha .. what kind of writer are you .. 
And me: guys .. writing a book is like painting a picture .. this is creativity .. this is your inner 
world .. and creativity is real creativity is Freedom .. no one has the right to dictate how to paint a 
picture .. you can write it even on cardboard blood .. and a book can be written on toilet paper .. 
and there will be just one word repeated a million times .. 
And it doesn't matter how old I am .. and the book can be from 5 pages and from a thousand 
thousand ... and a very large book can be or very small .. and it's definitely not this lost society 
that has the right to dictate something to me and make a remark .. 
And people .. they are not conscious .. and it was wild for them that I write books .. because their 
Vasya and Masha, their friends and neighbors all go to work like normal people .. and I'm so 
normal .. 
Or excuse me the other way around?.. I'm normal and all the same zombie bots?.. 
Then I spoke online .. back in 2011 .. and no one knew and did not understand what it was and 
how .. and how it was online .. and how it could be paid .. and who I am .. what I allow this .. 



And why not? .. thousands of people who wanted in 2011 wanted to talk to me at least online .. 
and there were people who ..: well, how so .. what is it .. what do you tell them .. you are not a 
star .. you are not a psychologist .. 
Yes .. I'm just a person .. for some reason people are interested in how I see the world .. how I 
know everything about deciding .. it happened .. by itself .. 
Also later .. I published chapters on the Internet and shot videos 10 years ago .. and everyone did 
not understand how it was and what it was .. all social material people twisted their faces .. and 
now .. they are like: are you a blogger Sasha? Yes?.. 
No guys .. I'm not a mass .. but at least now you are familiar and familiar that there are bloggers 
and there is something online .. and I was already like that 10 years ago .. and people looked at 
me crookedly .. and now they themselves chapters write) society .. oh this society .. 

  It's the same with .. why am I so .. different .. well, that's how it turns out .. but for some reason 
everyone compares me with their bartender friend or with their girlfriend an astrologer .. 
no! ... they are people .. you don't need to adjust me to your usual template .. 
..just only a pure person can not deny that there is a flying dragon .. and fairies and God .. and 
Trolls .. and other worlds .. 
and lost people .. they are all in templates .. in narrow templates .. where there is nothing like 
that .. 
..but.. watch movies .. read history .. there were so many brilliant people .. 
and here it is necessary to ask the question differently .. why not you? .. why didn't you want to 
turn the world upside down? .. why didn't you want to give something new to society .. 
contribute to development .. why aren't you the president now? .. why didn't you create the 
iPhone?.. why didn't you become a world star?.. why?.. because you don't believe in it and didn't 
believe in it and are spinning among mere mortals .. who look at you like you're a sucker.. and no 
one .. and you are the same at all .. 
Although you .. man .. could take and create something! Create something.. 
And you know what hurts the most.. you didn't even try.. you didn't turn your back on everyone 
for your dream.. you didn't sacrifice your health and sleep.. for your dream.. you didn't put 
everything on the line.. 
to follow your dream.. 
and I .. I made a decision .. that as it all began I'm not going to live .. and I have nothing to lose .. 
and It's better to break through and not give up .. than to live like everyone else .. without 
meaning .. deafening myself with nonsense .. 
Why am I like this? .. I was born like this .. and I have already got into history, whatever one may 
say.. but the most interesting thing .. is .. what drives me .. it's not like people have .. 
I always didn't care what people would say .. I always didn't care if I ran into people or not .. I 
always didn't care about status and money .. 
.. I didn't change my soul .. I didn't measure my inner World .. to become like everyone else .. yes, 
I'm alone .. but all that you all have, I can take away or create with a snap of my fingers .. 
and can you imagine what happiness .. to have this freedom .. when you can not work .. and be 
anyone and live anywhere and do whatever you want and not think not control .. and not plan 
and not count .. and in general not be dependent on anyone or anything. 
this is my wealth .. this psychological inner Freedom .. that I don't owe anything to anyone .. and I 
can go wherever I want .. and the most interesting .. on this 
level .. other interests .. interesting stars .. Earth .. stones .. trees .. insects .. animals .. this is the 
most interesting thing .. it's a computer .. 



  real .. the most Powerful .. and it's so cool when you see and understand it all and are part of it .. 
and as if after that I can no longer watch funny bloggers and follow the news and go to a cafe 
and be distracted by a neighbor who is on the stairs yelling at everyone.. 
I'm not up to this anymore.. 
and here's how a plant works .. it's more interesting than money and women and 
entertainment .. just plants .. that grow around me .. and of course music .. I still need it .. 
especially to feel the creation of Max Richter .. 



Chapter 2908 
Why haven't I met people like me all the time? .. 
  
..everyone understands to the best of their development .. 
and who is developed by 5 .. he does not understand at all .. and denies .. 
Who is developed by 10 .. he says with his nose up that he understood everything .. although he 
didn’t understand anything .. and his mind is just arranged in such a way .. that he adjusted it to 
the template without understanding the essence .. and believes that everything it’s clear .. what’s 
like .. and you, like my mother, are probably guessing on the cards .. 
I’m like: no … what kind of cards .. what kind of .. compared pancake .. 
And whoever is developed by 60, of course, already understands a lot .. but still, not everything .. 
but only some part .. and everything else that is incomprehensible does not even try to 
understand .. and misses his ears .. 
And yes .. there were “messengers” .. so it was through them that “they” spoke to me .. otherwise 
this is a simple person who does not know anything and does not remember .. 
And if we talk about all the wizards whom I mentioned in the books .. they are all different .. it’s 
like: someone is a Troll and someone is a mermaid .. yes, we have in common that we are no 
longer quite people .. but still we are of different breeds .. and the functions are different for us .. 
and this is how I am .. I am the only one .. 
It’s scary how your mind works .. I write very serious things .. but if I just wrote nonsense .. you 
would still be satisfied and interested .. it’s certainly sad .. that you still don’t see this essence and 
depth .. about which in all my books .. 



 

  Chapter 7092 
How do I communicate with them.. 
  
..it’s not possible if you think.. if you have thoughts .. if you have a mind .. it’s possible when 
you’re nobody .. when you’re not attached to anything .. when you don’t have complexes of 
stereotype principles ..doubts .. when you are zero .. you have nothing to lose .. and you donâ€™t 
care about society .. you are free from everything .. and you are alone .. and you just take it and 
tell them with your inner voice: hello .. 
and they” .. answer .. and you feel directly physically their attention … which is directed at you .. 
..you seem to be in some kind of flow .. and now you ask them .. and they answer .. now I’ll ask 
them .. 
Well, they say .. wow, you made a drama here .. and they say: well done .. everything is right, then 
you dare, then you take your soul .. 
and I ask them what to do .. they say to do nothing and just wait .. I ask how to surprise readers .. 
and they say: we ourselves will surprise everyone .. and that I don’t need to do anything and just 
need to wait and don’t do anything extra .. just wait .. and they also told me not to break loose 
now .. not to contact any girls .. 
they mean that the birthday is coming soon .. at this time the loneliness intensifies .. and they 
ask me to just sit out and wait .. 
And they also say that you don’t need to humiliate yourself in front of people anymore and 
prove something to them .. that it doesn’t matter anymore .. and who needs it .. they will be 
there .. and they will understand everything .. and that I just need to wait .. 
The book was said not to be published .. it is enough that I have published now on the Internet .. 



.. they say that I let go of life .. that all material affairs and so everything will be done by my 
people .. that I can already fly in the clouds .. enjoy .. and everything will be .. 
And do not scold anyone else .. which also no longer makes sense .. that you can let everything 
take its course and everything will turn out as it should .. 
And I also feel so good when I am connected to “them” .. so everything is different than my 
ordinary state .. 
..everything is so light and bright and beautiful .. and such lightness .. as if everything is fine .. 
and in general everything is fine .. and in general I will say this .. that you all need to rejoice and 
celebrate the victory .. as if justice had been done.. 



 

Chapter 2903 
What was the catalyst for my return to Russia from the states .. 
  
..yes, they just showed me the future ..more precisely, the task arose .. to build a “castle” .. ..and of 
course it should be in Russia .. so I immediately returned .. to build a castle ..and immediately a 
bunch of signs about Karelia .. and of course I did it all crazy .. 
There was a situation .. that I had a lot of money and this amount grew and grew .. and I didn’t 
know where this day was .. 
“They” said to wait and not rush, and I will understand what the money is for .. and they told me 
not to spend it .. 
I just wanted to buy an apartment .. in order to pawn money like that .. but a paradox occurred .. 
everything that could happen .. only so that I would not spend this money .. 
And then bam .. and “they” brought me there .. what was this money saved for .. and I began to 
buy land in Karelia .. And everything was very fast and suddenly .. all of a sudden suddenly 
decided to sell everything around) and it was in a certain place .. and as if it was inevitable .. this 
is part of fate .. 
And I know that everyone has a question .. why is it there .. why is Karelia .. and what is it 
there .. ..what is it really .. they will tell me this at the end of September .. and I should not know 
this before .. 
..this is also very interesting.. how “they” communicate .. and what is most interesting .. I myself 
communicate with people this way .. 
That is .. let’s say I want to build a telescope .. you are my employee .. and your dad is connected 
somehow with telescopes .. 
and I know that you will lose your head .. if I say that I am building a telescope .. you will 
immediately begin to express a bunch of your ideas .. and be distracted from my task .. 



And I .. angry your weak psyche .. I tell you .. buy me aluminum so many grams and buy me 
carbon .. but I don’t say why .. 
just go and buy it .. and the person having received the task is so .. just go and buy it .. 
and if you tell him what it is for .. then everything .. the person will no longer be up to shopping .. 
he will already think about that .. when we test him .. 
Understand?.. 
So “they” with me .. do not speak ahead of time .. and while the task is .. all the old structures that 
I purchased with the land .. everything needs to be restored so that it is suitable for life .. the 
maximum number of places .. and so that everything is under winter conditions .. 
And why is this .. I will live in this .. or you .. or they will take it from me .. I don’t know .. I just do it 
and that’s it .. and here are the deadlines .. little time left .. 
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